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Jack Durick
Is Uptown

BUILDING BOARD
NAMED BY LEGION

TENNAVER IS
HIGHEST SINCE
RISE OF 1913,

R. S.'DUCK' JONES
ON CITY COUNCIL

Fiscal Court
Sets Tax Levy

New Insurance
Business Here

Seed Loans Are
Being Taken Here

Frazee, Melugin
Are Partners Funeral Services for
Jeff Cooper Monday

GROGAN NAMED
ON STATE COUNCIL

College News
Wins Gold Key

ur.-Friday

elsewhere h.
$1.50thea year
stale et Kentucky
t9 nn a year te any addres

The home, of Claud Brown at the'
Corner of Olive and Sixth str ts
burned this morning about
o'clock. The house was empty at
Proceedings in View of EvState Plans Levies on PerLeading Business Figure for the time and the cause of the fire Morgan Says Gilbertsville
Grand • Jury Expected to
erybody on Court Square
Corporate
InMany Years Retired
sonal and
was unknown. Mr. Brown was Ill
Dam Will Be Built; ExRender Many Indictments
at
2:30
P.
M.
at the hospital and Mrs. Brown and
comes, Luxuries
Short Time Ago
plains Authority's Aims
During Session
son, Clifton, were away.
Saturday
afternoon
just
after
The
fire
caused
considerable
light
PAYMENT
STATE DEBT
MANY ATTEND FUNERAL
Little Jack Durick was upFURTHER SURVEYS
14 IN COUNTY JAIL;
2:30 o'clock, right upon on the
RITES THERE TUESDAY and many arose early to go to the
INCLUDED IN PLANS
ARE BEING MADE court square, the beautiful $96.50 town Tuesday afternoon in a
112 EQUITY CASES SET
scene. The home of George Hart
wheel chair in the hands of
genuine stump walnut bed room
_ FRANKFORT. _KY., Auril 6—
W. F. White, 73 years of age, was threatened as was the garage
Convinced of the need for Con- *site,
The regular April term of cal1Qbe given -ebeeluteiy- relatives.. Jack. has made is__
home, of C. A. Bishop
The- complete administration - tax
one of the most prominent
gressional support if the Lower free to some Calloway county substrong fight against an infecway Circuit court, usually a these
also
endangered.
of
upward
sans
and business men of Hazel,
program, to
raise
Tennessee Valley is to be started scriber to The Ledger & Times.
tion of the -head and later a
weeks session ,will open here Mondied late Monday afternoon at the
$12-000,000 new revenue to balance
this year, the executive committee
swelling and infection of his leg.
A tremendous crowd is expectthe budget, was outlined before a
Mason Hospital of paralysis. He
day with interest this time chiefof the LTVA returned home last ed to be on hand for this event
Before his illness, Jack was uphad been in failing health for
conference of Democratic memThursday after a conference with and everyone in the county is cortown frequently as a paper boy
ly centered in action of the grand
bers of the House late today by
several months. He is survived by
the TVA didectors in Knoxville dially invited to be on hand and
and has many friends to wish
jury.
a son Darwin N. White, postmaster
Governor Chandler.
had
recovery.
been
him
It
Wednesday, April 1.
watch the proceedings.
A number of cases involving
at Hazel, and a nephew, Lon
The members of the executive
months since he was able to
The program as reported by a
The plan to be used is exactly
White.
Hazel,
whom
auto stealing, storehouse breaking,
he
had
committee that attended the con- the
be uptown.
number of conferees. includes
same as that used last year in
reared.
Post Will Endeavor to Build ference were: Chairman W. S. giving
He is recovering at the home
personal and corporate income
chicken thievery and other felonaway the handsome living
Swann, Murray; Luthe"r Draffen,
of his grandparents, Mr. and
Permanent Home With PWA
taxes, cigarette and tobaccp taxes,
He is also ourvived by four
ies are expected to bring a nearroom suite which went to R. L.
Calvert City; J. A. Olive, Mayfield;
Mrs. Dudley Johnson on North
Aid; 244 Members.
soft drink taxes, amusement taxes,
brothers, James, Dave, Sam and
Hughes, Murray Route I.
record number of indictments.
Hecht Lackey, paducah; L. J. Hors
12th street'.
a new drivers license tax of $1 a
-Ben White all of the Hazel comRemember, however, that It is
Fourteen prisoners are in the cosine
Construction of a permanent tin. Murray; and Tom Waller, Pa- not necessary for you
year, and utility service taxes.
munity; two sisters, Mrs. Bettie
to be presty jail, according to Jailer Conrad
Clanton of Hazel. and Mrs. Sallie home was set as its objective for ducah. The three TVA directors ent in person to get this beautiful
• Governor Chandler 'demoted to
present
conference
at
1936
the
were:
by
Murray
Post
No.
-73
of
Flippo, Granite City, Ill., and a
- comment
C. Jones, most of them awaiting
suite. If by virtue of illness, of
reports coming from
host of other relatives. His wife, The American Legion at its regu- Dr. A. E. Morgan, chairman; Dr. yourself or some member of the
action of the grand jury.
the meet
except to say that
H..
A.
lar
and
David
Morgan;
monthly
E. Lilien- family or any emergency by
meeting at the court
Lillie Jenkis White, died about
persuant to the usual custom,
"they're
for the program."
which
thal
house last Thursday night.
four years ago.
Other soul
the grand jurors will report on
you find yourself unable to be
reported that 28 of
1887
Mark
if
Reach
of
May
A building committee was apThe LTVA delegates presented present, just write your name on
opening day, Monday, while those
the approximately 55 Democratic
Mr. White entered the grocery
Rains Continue This
summoned for petit jury service
and hardware business in Hazel pointed to obtain a suitable lot, their plea to the TVA directors your ticket and send it by a neighattended
Representatives 'w ho
Week
will not report to Judge Ira D.
about 35 years ago. By close ap- make plans and confer with the asking that a definite allocation to bor or friend.
agreed to suppott the entire proDewey Jones Named Street and
Smith until Tuesday morning, the
plication to work and economical PWA, which will assist the post start the dam be included in the • The duplicate number system
The principal objections
gram.
Sewer Supervisor; Fill Terms
in
the
building's
construction.
The
budget
recommendations for this has been used and the eorrespondmethods of business and upwright
second day.
were to the tobacco end to the 3 PINE BLUFF REGION
of Graves and Broach.
is headed by George S. year. They also pledged their ing number to that drawn must
For the first court in several
per cent sales or --usage' 'tax on
be
IS SCENE OF WATERS dealings with the people he won committee
Hart
and
included
Charlie
B.
Grocooperation with the TVA in its presented. That's all there is to
there are no murder cases on the
the confidence of the people, built
automobile sales the Governor
Robert
Jones
S.
"Duck"
was
gan,
Hall
Hood
and
C. L Sitar- program of a unified control of the it.
docket.
proposed last week.
The Tennessee River has reached up a good trade and acquired connamed a member of the Murray
borough.
Several
pledges
of Tennessee River,
Several probated cases will be
The Ledger & Times office will
The Tax Program
the high water mark of 1913 and siderable means.
council
body
at
by
their
City
that
money and labor have already been
Representatives who eittendecl ntay reach the mark of 1887 if
Dr. A. E. Morgan explained that be closed at noon Saturday and meeting last Friday night. The called for report Monday and 3
He was a member of the Church received'
in addition to funds
the conference reported the fol- rains continue within the next few of Christ and the splendid brick
the authority had recommended no subscriptions, either new or re- voting was held in secret and large number of commonwealth
cases sp-e on' the docket for Tueslowing as the program the Gov- days. Resident of the immediate building which the Hazel congre- already te the ereelit of the post the Gilberteville site for the dam, newal, will be accepted between
others considered were not named.
and the drum and bugle corps.
ernor outlined:
which would cost $60,000,000. He the hour of noon and 2:30. o'clock. He was voted on ,without his day. They include:
river section are much concerned gation has, had no more earnest
Apparently, the post is headed
All child desertion: Troy Ahart,
Personal incorne- tax, possibly with -the rising waters and many and substantial supporter than he.
assured the committee that the All persons in the office at noon knowledge and he accepted the
for the highest mernbershr.P in its
91.filkessxemettion for- _single
dam was necessary for the--1Rfoot will be waitcd..on so-you reuse_ be icOnor wheniicifilied try- members Harmon Farmer, 11,11. Byars. liazo
have been----loreed to mow-He----was loyal lo--his
hiifory with -244 on She rtilis for
sons, $2,500 exempted for married
channel and that it would be built. in the office by noon Saturday in of the council. He fills out the ry Stewart, George Collins, Jimmie
The scene at Pine Bluff. a famil- true to his friends, and a valuable this
year, only seven short of the
couples and additional $400 ex- iar one with all Calloway county citizen. His son, D. N. White. was
As to the time for starting the order to have one or more of unexpired term of the late Dr. W. Coleman, Noble Perry.
record
year
of
1931
when
251 paid project, he said
Woodrow Key, Pete King disemption for each dependent, rates residents,, gives a picture of the associated -with hiin in his busithe TVA had ask- these free opportunities to haye H. Graves.
dues in Murray Post. Charley
turbing lawful assembly; Mitchell
prpbably 1 to 4 per cent estimated new water line. The cottage of ness. They sold their leek two
ed for only $500,000 for. the Lower this beautiful suite.
Denham, chairman of the memberDewey Jones, was named street Wise, cold checking; J. M. Galley,
The suite is on display at Crass'
to yield, 51,300.000 to $1,500,000.
Valley project this year, the sum
Joe Baker's on the river bank had years ago. The elder Mr. White ship
committee, said the post
store, North
Fourth and sewer supervisor to succeed obtaining property of another by
Corporate income tax, 4 per been fortunately tied to a tree and retiring from business and D. N.
to be used in the continuance of Furniture
would go "over the top" in its
cent on net income, no exemptions. now only the roof and upper part White accepted appointment as
further curings, surveys, and ex- Street, just across from The Ledger the late H. C. Broach. -Mr. Jones fradulent representation; J. R.
drive to exceed the 1931 memberbegan his duties at once on the Florida, operatingss motor vehicle
Estimated yield, $4,400.000.
plorations.
He added, however, & Times. Go in and look it over
building
of
the
are
visible. post master.
ship.
and see what a beautiful thing and various street projects under con- in a wreckless menner; Johnnie
Tobacco tax, 2 cents a package The small business place of
that
should
if
Congress
allocate
Funeral services were held in
Those who have paid their dues
struction.
Cooper." eseault with intent to rob;
on 10-cent cigarettes, 3 cents a Cullie Steele's a few feet closer to Hazel_ - Tuesday
more money to start the work on genuine value it is.
afternoon
with since the last list was published
Both a
young men and are Ira Waters, J. T. Bynum, John W.
Remember the time and the
package on 15-cent brands, 15 per the river and lower than the Bak- Elder
the
dam
the
TVA
would
endeavor
Bennie Brown of Murray in are: I. E. "Billy" Allbritten, R. M.
known
for
the
efficient
and
capplace; 2:30 o'clock this Saturday
Simpson, child desertion; Louis
cent on all other manufactured er cottage is completely inundated. charge.
Pallbearers were Ben Miller, Homer Wicker, L. E. Owen, to use it for that purpose as ecoafternoon. April 11, 1936 ,right up able handling,. of whatever task Calhoun, grand larceny, aiding an
npmically as possible.
beech estimated yield, $1,400,000
The home of Cullie Steele has Grogan and Luther _Robertson, Tiny
undertake.
Shackleford,
they
Neely
"Duck" is the escape and assault with intent to
C. Wright,
$1.300.000.
Mr.'Lilienthal said the T. V. A:a on the court square in full view
been entered by 'the *Mee The Murra.4
-. and. J. E. Littleton, W. B. H. L. Dunn, L. V. Clark and Roy
youngest member of the city coun- rob; Odas Pitman. child
recommendation of the site to Con- of all.
desertion;
Soft drink tax, 1 cent on each 5 Steele horn is svral feet farther Milstead, J. M. Marshall,
and 0. B. Hart.
cil.
Johnny Cooper, malicious shooting.
gress was an important step in secent bottled drink, and 76 cents _on back from the river than the other Turnbow, Hazel. An
overflowing
Other buSiness taken up included
Jim Comptdn, storehouse breakcuring the dam. The three dia gallon on sirups used at soda two buildings and is built up some crowd attended the services.
the allowing of accounts and the ing; Charlie Anderson.
rectors explained that the dam was
carrying
fountains, estimated fo yield $1,- eight feet from the ground on a
naming of the week of April 13-18 concealed a
definitely in the TVA setup and
deadly weapon and
500,000. higher level.
clean-up
week.
Residents
are
askdrawing a deadly weapon upon
that it was a part of their plan
Utility service tax, 3 per cent
Many have moved out that live
ed to have ashes and refuse placed
for the orderly development of the
added to customers' bills for elec- along the river and the ferry boat
Announcement is made by J. near the streets in containers another; Ewing. Donaldson, having
Seed
loan
applications
are now basin. Maps and diagrams have
tric current, gas, water and tele- there brings in families with
Frank Berry of the organization which will be picked Up during possession an illicit still; Coy Fulbeing taken in the office of the been printed by the TVA showing
phone, estimated to yield $900,000. chickens, pigs, and posessions of
here of the Kentucky General the days of Wednesday, Thursday cher and Thurman Knight, child
county agent. There is a fee of the area that would be
desertion; Nell Worthing, assault
Natural gas severance tax, 1 per furni,ure. The store of Laverne
inundated Agency which will handle all
The
Calloway
county
fiscal fifty
and Friday. The truck will work and hatiery•
cents (.50) for the writi
rent on, the selling.-Price _ at _the Wallis was moved Wednesday,• The eourt- met- Tuesday Ut regular sesEnd Kendalt, niaeteithe prepeees dam, the height forms of casualty and marine in-'
each street once and it is necessary ous shooting without wounding;
Ivan
source, estimated yield,, $250,000. -stock had previously been moved sion and set the tax levy for.the and acknowledgement,of each ap- of the structure, And its effects on surance and all forms of fidelity
that residents remove such to the Falwell,
detaining
a
n omen
Drivers' license, repeal of the up from the floor but Wednesday coming twelve months. No changes plication. Office hours for taking the -.navigable depth of the river. and surety bonds through substreets on Monday and Tuesday.
against her will; Vernon WaterChairman Swann said the LTVA
present law and enactment of a morning, water had entered the were made in any of the levies. these applications are 8 a. m. to
4 p. m. except Saturday and the would exert every effort toward agents throughout the twentyfield, child desertion.
$1 per year tax on automobile building.
The levy was for 12 months while
seven
westerly
counties
in
KenCALL
OFF
GAME
office stays open tmtil 5 p. m.
Curtis Tiller, operating a motor
securing a specific appropriation tucky.
drivers $400.000.
The Pine Bluff ferry comes last year they were made for
vehicle
while intoxicated; End
to start work this year.
Amusement tax, 10 per cent on ashore in a cornfield several hun- eighteen months for a change in
The Kentucky General Agency
The practice game between the Kendal, pandering, selling
intoxitheatre tickets and the like, and dred feet from its usual low water the fiscal year necessitated by the
will also handle the various forms Murray High School Tigers and
20 cents on race track admission landing.
county budget system.
of insurance and bonding required the Union City football teams cating liquor and detaining a
tickets. estimated te, yield $750,000
Many have motored to the river
by recent State and Federal legis- scheduled for last Friday night woman against her swill; Lurtin
Joh.n_Lampkin was named keepto $800.000. ,
this week to view the rising waters er of the county farm for the
lation of busses, taxicabs and long was called off on account of the Jackson, aiding jail- break; Ane
•
Karl C. sFrazee and Hugh MeluTax on lubricating oils, 2 4nts and have been impressed at seeing coming year to succeed
distance truck
operators. This weather. Friday was one of the drew Duncan ,assault and batDave Bura quart, estimated to yield $400.- it the 'highest known to mosts of keen. Lampkin will take charge gin beer formed a partnership and
business will be handled by deal- coldest days in several and pros- tery; J A. Ilavis, cold checking;
will continue to operate an insur- _Funeral services for Jeff Cooper ing
-Lottie McCuiston, grand larceny;
003.
them.
direct with the operators.
the first of the year.
pects for rain prompted the de- Hardy Ellis, wilfull
ance agency dealing in ordinary were held Monday afternoon from
trespass; AusRace track taxes, reenactment of
A
department
is
to
be
maintainDr. H. H. Boggess, veterinarian, fire and casualty
cision.
Methodist ed for the servicing
tin Kintbro, child derestion; Presinsurance. The the Pleasant Grove
daily licer.se fees, $2500 a day for
of claims for
was named county livestock in- dissolution of the firm
church.
The Rev. W. P. Prichard
ton McClain, child desertion; MelFrazee, BerChurchill Downs. $1.500 a day for
casualty insurance companies.
spector, a position he now holds. ry & Melugin was
ton Wall, forgery; Willie Osbron,
announced lest. of Murray, and the Rev. K. G.
Latonia, and $500 a day for Dade
Mr. Berry is well known here
The sum of $12.50 per month Was week and Mr. Frazee
operating a car without, lights.
and Mr. Me- Dunn of Hazel, wert in.,charge of having been connected with a loPark. The last" year this tax_ was
allowed for the livestock inspector login will
1"
continue that phase of the services.
--The civil docket will be called
collected it yielded $135,008, but
cal insurance agency prior to 1925,
and an allowance of $10.50 per the business. They
Mr. Cooper died Sunday at his traveled
Wednesday with the following acwill have ofLatonia then was paying $2,500 a
this state as State Agent
month for each inmate of the fices in the same
home a few miles northwest of for the
tions set down:
location.
day, and Churchill Downs did not
AEtna Affiliated Insurance
county farm, was made.
The recently dissolved firm was Hazel. He had been in ill health Companies
Dr. E. V. Miller vs Royce Jones;
Classes To Meet Six Days
have a fall meeting. Collections
for thentext five years
Judge E. P. Phillips and Atty. formed Dec. 1,
Cobert Wade vs. First National
1929, and had for several months.
Each Week; Term Ends
• since the sales tax went into efand
a
partner
in
the
insurance
R. H. Hood were named to repre- become one of the most
Calloway Representative Selected Bank; L. A. L.
He was a member of the Metho- firm of
prominent
Langston vs. First
August 15.
fect in 1934 have been held up in
Frazee, Berry & Melugin
sent the county in the case of Cal- agencies in West
by Governor to ImporNational Bank; T. W. Riley vs. 0.
Kentucky. Both dist Church and was a fine man, here for the past six years.
the courts.
loway county against C. W. Drink- members of the new
tant
Post.
loved
and admired by a number
D. Kimbro et al; E. E. Wright vs.
partnership
Registration for the summer
Automobile "usage" tax. 3 per
Offices will be maintained on
ard. The accounts of the relief ofW. D. Hamrick; Hugh Bates Jr. vs.
cent an sales, estimated to yield semester at Murray State College fice end C. L. Miller were disal- are well known and need no intro- of friends.
first floor of the Gatlin Building.
Apr
1—
FRANKFORT.
Ky.,
ii
Besides his widow, he is surBurnett Warterfield Taxi Co.: J.
from $500.000 to $1,000,000 and will begin June 8, 1938, according lowed because of lack of funds. A duction to their many friends in
s
comcouncil
legislative
was
The
vived by several children, several
R. McDaniel vs. Liman Coleman;
proposed last week, an additional to an announcement by the regis- number of claims against the road Murray and Calloway county.
pleted today when Governor Marjorie Barnett vs. Pat
brothers and sisters.
McElrath,
$500.000 'to ;800.000 and the alco- trar. College officials are expect- and Abridge fund and the general
members
appointed
Chandler
five
Fifteen lime stacks were burned
Those serving as pallbearers
suing 'for damages suffered itt an
holic beverages tax, already ap- ing a large enrollment. One hun- fund were allowed.
departexecutive
the
to represent
in Casey county last month, and were his grandsons. Burial was
automobile accident.
proved by the legislature, esti- dred and sixty classes will be ofment of the state government. Ten
some marl was spread.
in the Pleasant Grove cemetery.
A. S. Bratcher vs. Paducah
mated to yield from $2.500,000 to fered under 14 different departThe Murray State College News legislators were appointed when Newspapers Inc.. suing
ments.
for $50,000
$3,000,000.
v.as awarded a gold key for the the legislature passed the reorgan- on alleged libel; Tom
The summer school will be in
Buchanan vs.
Taking the outside figures, the
the
best
authorizing
counization
news
bill
story
of
any
college
session
six days a week and the
Fulton Farmer, result of an autoprogram if completely enacted
paper
in
•
Kentucky
at
t hse cil.
mobile collision; Riley Crawford
stands to produce between ;12,- regular faculty will be in charge.
appointees
eighteenth
Chandler's
Governor
semi-annual
meeting
of
The first term is frOm June 8 to
and wife vs. American Insurance
435,000 and $13,285.000.
The sisters of the late H.• C.
E.
Treasurer
the
BuckState
John
are
Kentucky
Intercollegiate
Press
July 11, and the second term is
Co., suing on a policy; Mable G.
It was reported that Governor
Broach returned to their respective
Association, held at Eastern State ingham, Attorney General B. M. Pullen vs. Mutual
Benefit Health
Chandler plans to use any excess from July 13 to August 15.
homes last Saturday after attendDr.
J.
A.
Outland,
eounty
health
glean
jars,
and
containers
of-'any
Auditor
E.
Esiest
State
Teachers
Vincent,
College,
Richmond, Ky.,
Of the 158 classes to be taught
and Accident Ass'n.; J. Mike
of revenue above the _Amount
ing the funeral services here officer, urges the observance
kind
that
will
hold
water.
W.
April
Mars
Shannon,
Chairman
3-4. The official Murray
James
of
during the summer semester 3 will
Farmer vs. Prudential Life Inneeded to balance the budget to
Mrs. Robert Farmer
Thursday.
Cleanliness is the greatest means State publication was also rated ton of the state tax cemmission.
be in agriculture; 5 in art; 0 in
the clean-Up week proclaimed for
surance Co.; Marvin Hill vs. Muretire outstanding interest bearand daughter Miss Jane, Mrs.
of
correcting
the
house fly menace as third best college paper in the and James W. Cammack, a mem- tual Benefit
biology; 10 in commerce, 21 in eduLife Insurance Co.;
Maggie Forrest, Mrs. Helve Smith the city April 13-18 inclusive in and at this time, a thorough clean- state. The Eastern Progress
ing warrants. _Under the program cattail;
won ber of the public service commis- Nornie L. Butterworth
-16- in English, 2 in public
view of its relationship with health
vs. New
outlined, there may be as much
their
Tiltsa.
returned
homes
to
in
ing up before breeding time for the cup as the state's best college sion.
speaking, 1 in library science. 5 in'
conditions.
York Life Insutance Co.
as $1,000,000 available for that Latin,
flies will go far to the control Dr. paper of the year. with the State
Legislative members are Senators
5 in French, 8 in geography, Yandell Langston returned SaturEight slot machine operators in
The city has proclaimed the Outland
purpose.
states. The fly is the car- University's Kentucky Kernel sec- Ralph W. Gilbert, Shelbyville; J.
2 in geology. 4 in hygiene, 15 in day also to his home.in Oklahoma
Murray and environs have been
week dean-up week and is asking rier of filth and
disease germs and ond, and the Murray College News J. Hettinger, Louisville; Leo King,
physical ed. 11 in home economics, City.
Others attending the services residents to clean up their prem- a clean up will do much to con- third. Murray has never ranked Henderson; B. M. Williams, Har- sued by the Commonwealth and
MASONIC HALL BEAUTIFIED 7 in mathematics, 17 in music, 8 were: Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Roberts ises on ltdonday and Tuesday and
their cases will be called this
trol him. Dysentery was prevalent lower than third since becoming lan; and J. L. Richardson. LouisIn physics, 7 in chemistry, 5 in
court.
son and children. Bowling Green; have all rubbish and refuse on the last year, a disease that is brought a member of the association.
history,
1
in
political
science,
B.
Representatives
F.
1
Shelds,
in
ville;
A number of small attachment
The Masonic Hall has been beauMr. and Mrs. Boyd Norman and streets Wednesday morning. Trucks on by unsanitary conditions.
economics, and 1 in sociology.
Edward Freeman, editor-in-chief Taylorsville; Ben Grogan, Murray; cases
tifully and tastefully decorated
have been filed; and there
children, Paducah, and Mr. and will be employed to rernove such
Nothing
could
go
farther
in
the
of the Murray paper and author of Marion T. McCarthy. Blackford; are
throughout this week and presents
112 equity cases to be heard'
from accessable places. The trucks control of tuberculosis,
Mrs. Lewis Frazier, Paducah.
typhoid, the winning news story, was elect- Harry Davis, Rooney, and Charles
by Judge Smith before court ada most attractive appearance.
will work on a street only once malaria,
LEAVES HOSPITAL dysentery and co rn- ed treasurer of the association. Wylie, Nicholasville.
journment. Of these 39 are new
The hall has been completed with
&Hainan -county homemakers and it is necessary that residents municable diseases than a thorough Freeman and
Miss Christine
All except Richardson. Ravis and appearances and 73 are continued.
new plastering, papering and paintMrs. Elva Lee Wilson was able recently: held an exhibit showing coopefate the first of the week. - clean up week Dr. Outland states Brown,
managing editor of the Wylie are Democrats. The lieuing and seyeral new furnishings to leave the Mason Memorial Hos- balanced and unbalanced meals,
In every respect the observance and urges its observance in the College News, represented Murray tenant governor and speaker of
have been added to make it one of pital Tuesday following a month's improved methods of cooking, etc. of .clean-up week will improve interest of health.
College at the press meet, leaving the hbuse are ex-officio members,
ATTENTION MASONS
the most inviting Masonic lodge treatment. ,Mrs. Wilson was re- Posters showed pictorially that it health conditions ire the city. ProbThe health department • is co- Murray by train Thursday, April and are designated in the set as
halls in this entire section.
moved to the home of her parents, is safe to drink milk and orange ably the greatest aid will be in the operating in the drive for cleanli- 2 and returning
Sunday. April 5. chairman and vice-chairman.
All Masons, their wives or
The lodge will give an informal Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Lee, and the or tomato juice at the same meal, control of the mosquito Dr. Out- ness and better health conditions Approximately
40 delegates from
The council has authority to friends are invited to an informal
reception in the new rooms Tues- news of her improved condition is or use cream with acid fruit.
land states. The mosquito, carrier with the sanitary toilet building nine Kentucky colleges and uni- subpoena witnesses and take testi- reception in the Masonic Lodge
day evening, to which all Masons, being heartily received by her
of malaria, breeds quickly under program. Sanitary toilets will be versities were present, with only mony, and make recommendations Rooms Tuesday evening.
April 14,
their wives and friends are invited. friends.
Sheep docking and castrating favorable conditions often in five built in all sections ofc Murray not one member of the association,' to the legislature. Its
member% re- at 8:30.
W. E. Clark is master and W. Z.
demonstrations
were
held
in days or less and Di-. Outland urges available to the Murray sewer Georgetown College, failing to send cave $111 a day for meetings,
_
not
It Pays to Read the Classifieds Hickman county last month.
Carter secretary.
a complete removal of all tin cans. system.
delegates. —
to exceid 10 days a Yids..
W. Z. Carter,
c'y.
Governor and Mrs. A. B.
Chandler have accepted an invitation to attend Murray State
College's "get-together" breakfast in Louisville (Kentucky
Hotel) April 17, at 8 a. m. Dr.
J. H. Richmond, president of
the college, announced today.
The breakfast is held annually as a part of the Kentucky
Education Association program.
-Others-expected at the breakfast are members of the Murray College faculty, alumni,
county and city school Superintendents, state Senators and
Representatives and other
friends of the institution. Dr.
Richmond will preside.

SUMMER SESSION
TO OPEN JUNE 8

)VANCE'S
reatest

a year ha ,CaUesesy
V a•%""Marshall, Graves, Rex
ry and Stewart Cedes.

W.F. WHITE, HAZEL, Claude Brown
LTVA GROUP MS Bed Room Suite to Be 3 WEEKS APRIL
House Burns
LEADING CITIZEN
PARLEY WITH TVA
TERM COURT TO
Given
Away
Saturday
CALLED BY DEATH
BRECTORSAPR. 1
BEGIN MONDAY
_
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Attend Funeral
Of H. C. Broach HEALTH OEFICER URGES
CLEAN-UP OBSERVANCE
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tram DisovERT
TO HELP CHICK LIFE

mr*- B"n mackbax isut Mason Memorial Hospital Appeals
for Payments to Finish Building

HAZEL NEWS
Members of agriculture class of
Hazel High School and their teachers, Prof. Vernon James and Jack
Kelly visited Pickwick Dam. Florence. Ala., Shiloh Park. Muscle
Shoals, Nashville and other points
of interest -over the week end.
staking the trip were ClifDrandon. H. E. Brandon Jr..
• .Perry Turnbow. Gennith
Owen, Hugh Randal Miller,
. Lamb, Clarence Herndon.
Fmai -Ellis, Earl Knight, James
L. B. Tucker, rybert Watts,
Franklin Scarbrough. Charles
Lamb, Wilson Hollank Duran EdWards, Joe Paschall. David St.
John. Claud Wilson, Brooks Underwood, Edward Fitts. Human Cole,
• Carlton Wynn, and Profs< cies:non
Oitanas-and-Jack Kel1y-_13iey_
ported - awenderful trip,- --- - --_-_--.
W. E. Dick was in Paris. Tenn.,
Monday to visit his brothers. Jim
and Kelly Dick.
A number of Hazel people were
in Murray Sunday to visit relas
Elves and friends who are patients
In the Mason HospitaL
s ' .Miss aLldred Miller. , who is
teaching in Trigg county, spent the
Week end in Hazel with her parents, Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hughes of
near Puryear were in Hazel Tuesday to attend the funeral of Mr.
White.
J. E Littleton and 0. E. Turnbow attended the funeral services
itii Mr. Jeff Cooper at' ,South
Pleasant Grove Monday afternoon.

carnb,

Boy wep-T‘rxErr
NOW -To SEE

Mrs. Sallie St. John was in Murrelatives
visiting
Murray
ray Saturday on business.
week.
Mrs. Dick Miller and Mrs. Errett
Mr. and Mrs. R. B." Chrisfnan,
Dick were in Murray Wednesday
Sunday
to visit Mrs, Eddie Miller who' is Henry. Tenn., were here
and
a patient in the Mason Hospital. to visit in the homes of Mr.
Joe Farris. 3 miles East of Hazel, Mrs. R W. Chrisrnan and Mr. and
Mrs. E. D. Miller. is ill with pneumonia.
Little Bobby Halts who has
Mrs. Ella Adams spent a few
weeks in Puryear recently as guest been, ill at the home of his grandR. Hicks.
of her brother, Andrew Osborn. parents. Mr. and Mrs. IC
to re.able
was
and
recovered
has
and family.
home in Springville.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lynn and turn to his
his parents.
sons. Hugh Terry and Gene. and Tenn,. Sunday with
Hicks Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Parker motor- Mr. and Mrs, Rob Roy
Elder W.'B. Spire idled his rag.
ed over to Paducah last Sunday
week and spent the day with Mrs. ular appointment here.,, at the
Seventh Day AdVentisr . Church
Lynn's father, Onie Hutchens,
Ben Grogan, Joe Baker, Hall last Saturday.
Hood, and T. Waldrop of Murray
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Daniel of
were in Hazel Monday night to Murray were here Friday evening
visit D. N. White, and Mrs. White. visiting Mrs. Daniel's parents. Mr.
R. M. Vance was in Paris Mon- and Mrs. E. D. Miller.
y..on business._
°Mrs. Alice . Harrison of Murray.
_ _Mrs. Awl Pitts Mid. mother. who has teen visiting in the home
Mrs. Ode White, of Paris, at- of her daughter. Mrs. W. B.
tended the funeral of Mr. White Scruggs, has gone to her daughin Hazel Tuesday.
ter, Mrs. Hoyt Linn near Murray
Bill Jones and Seldon Outland for a few weeks vLsit.
were in Meniphis. Tenn., first part . Mos __Scrtiggs
has returned
of the week on .business.
Wes atter .sedans his ahh, Dr.
Thursday
Miss Jewell Hill spent
Elroy Scruggs. in Paris.
in Mayfield as guest of Mrs. VerMiss Laverne Hill of Paris spent
lesa Hill, and spent last Friday in the week end at home with her
Paducah.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Hilt
Carl Kingins. Will Purdons Lu- . Miss Irie Dunn. who has been
ther Robertson. Dr. Will Mason. litring with her brother. AL Dunn.
Will Hutchens. Judge E. P. Phil- for the past year. has moved to
lips, Zelna Carter of Murray were Hazel and will live with her sisin Hazel Tuesday to attend funer- -ter. Mrs. Charlie Guthrie. Miss
al services for Mr. White,
Dunn has just finished a very
Julian Hatcher, Mrs. Amanda beautiful • quilt
that has 7.000
White, Mrs. May Holifield and pieces in it called "Mothers FlowMrs. Porter White Jr.. of Murray. er garden".
were here Tuesday for the White
Jim Pat, the 10-year-old son of
funeral.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hendricks, was
Dr. L. L. Cavanah and daugh- carried to a hospital in Memphis
ters. Misses Betty Lou. Rama Fay. for treatment by a specialist for a
and Martha Wayne Cavanats Miss bone infection.
Frances Pyle and Don Mitchel of
Tom MeElrath of Murray was
Providence. Webster county. were here for the White funeral.
recent guestg in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. R. R. Hicks.

Reconstruttion of the Mason Memorial Hospital, which was Entire Calload of Carrots
destroyed by fire in February, 1933, ii continuing at a rapid pace.
Needed to Make One and
Following the his., of the former building the new hospital is
a Half Barrels of New
.
sxeketed to be ready for otampancy by the middle of the summer. Since
Vital Ingredient.
it represents a considerable investments Elder B. W. Spire, treasurer
Again
science throws out a "lifeand business manager of the hospital has broadcast an appeal to those line"
to baby chicks. It tomes
indebted to the institution ta Rieke a special effort to tome forward and through the discovery of Purateos,
a new ingredieut that's extremely
settle.
rich In -Mallen A, tile "disease resistance" vitamin.

AN EARNEST APPEAL

Dear Friends:
As you doubtless know, we are rebuilding the hospital and so
far have made rapist progress. Scores of our friends have congratulated
us. not only rejoicing with us that we were able to rebuild, but that the
new building gives every evidence of being a great improvement over
the old one. All of this is very fine and we appreciate it very much.
But, in constructing a building of this size those bearing the
burdens usually some to one or more crises, and we'have come to one
right now. L therefore, thought it only fair to the community to tell

Harris Grove

you about it.
At the time of our fire, over a year' ago, we were urged by a
number of the leading business men of Murray to put forth a special
effort to collect our accounts. This we did by statements, letters, and'
personal eollectors. Some responded, but a larga numter begged for
-more time. ,This we granted, but we have been disappointed that after
we have been as considerate as we knew how that those owing us have
not come tosour help. We now need the money owing us. We feel that
as we have favored people In the time of their need, they should come
to our help now. A large part of the meney owing is represents not
only medical attention but food, clean beds, comfortable rooms, nursing
care, medicine and the best service we were able to give.
Under the circumstances and the crisis we are in, does it not
seem that we should naturally look to those who owe us to putaforth a
special effort to help .us right now? The prices of an commodities are
now better, money is plentiful, and it is not difficult to borrow on good
security. We feel that we should have our money and those owing us
should make every sacrifice to p.* us. Please remember, every dollar
paid us now helps us to more quickly complete our building and provide better fabilities for the future.
B. W. SPIRE. TREASURER,
Mason Memorial Hospital

War Pensions

Hospital the past week:
-Jessie C. riarmort,_ Paris; Elzo
that
you
If anyene starts telling
Gupton, Murray: Mrs. Park H.
World War veterans are getting a Owen. Mt Pleasant, Tenn.; T. G.
billion dollars a year poure• "tai.to Sledd. Murray: Miss Ruby Parker.
By tart Chambers
their pockets out of the federal Murray; John Mahaffey, Paducah;
treasury. give them the figures. Baby Joan Beaman, Murray; Mrs.
again
Here are the amounts .carried in Los Summers
drove: Enrollees turned firemen
Cottage
the appropriation bill providing Joseph Atherton, Owensboro; E. Tuesday afternoon. While workfor army and navy pensions and L. Rebinson. Murray; Everett San- ing on the J. L. Lawrence farm
compensations for the fiscal year ders, Louisville; Hiss Helen Dulin. they were called to fight- flames
on an adjoining farm which threatof 1937.
Pembroke; Claude Brown, Mur2.040 ray; Joe Futrell. Alino; T. W. ened considerable property. AlWar of 1812
$
138,836- Guthrie. Hazel; Mrs. Riley Craw- though it was a sage fire covering
Mexican War
3.495.305 ford. Almo; Miss Relna Vaughn, several acres and spreading rapidIndian Wars
ly work crews led by Foremen
48.3136,438 Buchanan.
Civil War a,
Givens and Parrigin succeeded in
•
t,Spanish-American War 130.928.384
the bringing it under control with no
Patients dismissed from
10 689.314
Peace time "
Mason Hospital the past weelr.
meterial losses to the owners.
World War (service., -con' T. B. Sledd, Murray; Mrs. RobThe ranks of Company 1517 have
nected)
183,192,124
.it thinned somewhat as 25 men acert, Lovett, Murray; Baby
World War (non-serviee
Lee
Martha
Murray;
Lovett,
Mason
cepted discharges March 31 to ac15.857.703
calnected)
Pennebaker. Murray; Robert Cable. cept employment.
World War Emergency
Murray; Mrs. Park H. Owen.
The Rev. 0. A. Marrs opened the
Officers Retirement
3,293.358 Mount Pleasant, Tenn Miss Ruby
month's religious program Tuesday
World War Death ComParker, Murray; Mrs. T.2. Burch, evening. Bro. Marrs delivered a
pensation_ taervice connected
35:606,745 Martin; James Hendricil. Paris; very te4eresting and apprsHeiriate
Elzo Gupton. Murray; T. W. Guth- talk on "thiniortality" and we are
World War -Death Comrie, Hazel; John Mahaffey, Padu- looking forward to his appearing
pensation ,(non-servicn
cah; E L. Robinson, Murray; Baby again en these programs.
e.
oesigc+ed
Retaining practically all of their
Joan Beaman. Murgy; Mrs. tiva
Total
$435,920.000 Lee Wilson. Murray; Mrs. Gordon last seasons. strength and having
Tenn: gained several additibnal experiIn matter of fact, the total Pentecost. Palmer/wine.
Palm- enced men the Cubs are looking
amount paid to veterans of all Baby Carol Faith Pentecost.
wars and their dependents is a ersville. Tenn.; Miss Helen Dulin, forward to another successful year
in baseball. They are all set to
good many millions less than half Pembroke.
begin practice as soon as the
a billion. It's a whole lot of money
as it is, without exaggerating it, It Pays to Read the Claasifteds weather permits.

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY
-----'

ONLY

Fast Color Broadcloth, I5c value for I0c
I 7c
80-square Prints. I 9c value for
29c
for
Cotton
Quilt
2 1-2 pound
New and Improved Fly Overall for $1.19
Now irthe time to buy your Work Shoes
—One good leather middle sole plain
$1.49
toe Shoe for
This is the store for-yeAttO buy good hossa
est merchandise at good honest prices
SAME GOODS FOR l -F-SS MONEY

W.S. FITTS SON
.3!„,r.,,

•

THRIFTY
HOUSEWIVES

are 'our best prospective buyers—for they
see readily the, savings
in their family budget
that they can make with
FRIGIDAIRE..

but this is a big country and we
have had a lot of wars for which
we were never prepared. But the
cost of other wars should not be
charged up against the World War
veterans. Living veterans df's The
World War get 3194.911,146. whfle
the dependents of the dead receive
$36.821.895.-The Forty-and-EIghter.

They know that they cannot affctrd to be without
2lectrical refrigeration and they shop around for the
list—FRIGIDAIRE.

Hospital News

1 Lead the Easter
Parade
a

HYDE.*
PARK

•••

"So rich in vitamin A Is this Ingredient, Puna-tene, that an entire
carload of carrots is required to
make one and one-bait barrels,'
says C. S. Johnson, head of the
Poultry- Department of the Purina
Mills. EN adds, "One pound of Pun
a-tene contains as much vitamin A
activity as 750 pounds of yellow
corn meal, which up to thls year
has been coaeldered one of the
richest sources of vitamin A.
Vital to Chick Life as brOwth
In speaking about the vital need
of vitamin A for the life mind growth
of chicks, Johnson sacs, "An absolute lack of V1(111111[1 A will result
in chick death. Partial lack of %Oamin A causes growth tube retarded,
eye trohble to develop: and mates
the chick easily susceptible to disease, and infection. Poultry raisers
should make sure that an abundance of vitamin A is in their chief

ii

CLEAN-UP DAYS
APRIL 15 16 17

starter:
(1) To insure maximum growth
and development.
(2) To build a strong. healthy
digestive tract 'so that the
chick cam make complete use
of the feed it eats.
(3) To build resistance to disease germs nod Infection."
Poultry raisers who see to it that
their chick startena this splint is
rich In vitamin A are :ohm to see
a difference In the livability, growth
a nd development, according to
Johnson. He points out that the
surest and safest way of giving
chicks an abundance of vitamin A
is to make sure that Panintene, the
dew concentrated vita-ten A discovery, is one of the Ingredients
which their chicks' starter contains.
M. E. JUNIOR

NOTES

• The Methodist Junior League
was -organized Sunday evening,
March the twenty-nineth with 28
members. Mr. A. B. Austin made
an interesting talk bringing many
good -thoughts for girls and boys.
On Sunday evening, April the
fifth, Solon Hale read the scripture and presided over the following program:
Songs-Mrs. A. D. Butterworth

WEDNESDAY,THURSDAY,FRIDAY
;Residents are urged to get all trash,
rubbish, cans, ashes and the like on the
front, accessible to workers.
The city will furnish wagons to taVeup trash of all kinds. Property, owners
must have same at edge of curb.
Be sure and have the trash' ready, is
'wagons *ill be around ONLY ONCE,

BURMAN PARKER
Chief of Police
By order City Council.

Y- MODERNIZE YOUR

1031E
Last Time

dif-

ferent

patterns that can

be -cut from the Wall
Board.

truly a
symphony
in flavor

2. SAFER FOOD PROTECTION3.FASTERMORE
FREEZING....
ICE
4. MORE USARILITT albs"
PROTECTION
5. FIVE-YEARPLAN

• NEW ratcts
•
AS LOW AS
▪
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See Exactly, How It Will Look!
FULtDISPLAY IN OUROFFICE

with

$1.95

$1

Mot one has ever worn out, or caught
IN fire! A Johns-Manville Asbestos
Shingle Roof is not only beautiful—
it eliminates roof repair bills forever( ,

Knits and Silk Polo Shirts—

The color of these shingles are permanent and ample material in each shingle.
This shingle outweighs many
of its kind by 30 to 50 lbs.
per squire.

$1.00
by Manhattan and
Bradley.
IT IS TIME FOR SPRING FOOTWEAR—We have
Whites and all the sportiest ,designs in Oxfords.

$2.75 to $6.50
WY.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED
WITHOUT OBLIGATION

Mph
lamaI.

•••••••••••

-

We have completed in our office a complete show"
log of the different styles and effects of John -Mai'
‘'ille Asbestos Flexboard and Wall Board.
Since the sheets come both plain and carved in
4-4 inch tile board effect with variou* colors, we arc
showing several attractive ways in which beautiful efbe attained in desight and colors. These
colors are permanent. and extend through and through
ft:
E. :
n a:rt.
:bo
We cordially invite iou to come to our office and
see this diaplay. There is no obligation, of course. and
we'll be grad 'to give you estimates on anything You
have in mind for modernizing your home, office or
store.

Calloway County Lbr. Co.
Incorporated

PHONE 72

MURRAY,

T"

= JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE

II

COMPANY

•

Johns-Manville

ASBESTOS SHINGLES!

NEW NUMBERS

in Ties, Socks and
Accessories—

Sports Wear

.LONER OPERATING COST

01.

as many others do.

Shirts

nuts, fruits,
bon-bons

f

light

and does not absorb it

New spring' show,
ings in Enro, Manhattan, and other'
shirts Just received

-4 PROOF.
•

gives

Others $1.95 up

chocolates
smooth
as velvet

ALLFIVE

It has a natural

color that

Style Park
Hats
$3.60 & $5.00

MEETS
STANDARDS FOR.
REFRIGERATOR
, BITTING

•J/4-=f/

.

141

With Efficient. .. Economical .... Beautiful Johns-Manville Asbestos Flexboard ... Asbestos Cedargrain Siding ...decorative
Wallboard and other building materials.
, •
•n
Nails on in Sheets
neroof for the
Right over•old Wails
Come see the many

Patients admitted to the Mason

•t

1111
11111
seenssimewnlimmallawmallaillaillild
have moved to the farm belonging
as leader.
to Tom Beaks, near Harris Greve,
'Did Jesus Fall In the Sight of
to make a crap this Pear.
Hie Enetnier, Dith HutsonMr. and Mrs. M. M. Levier had
"What Did Jesus' Friends and their houses repaired and a
new
Disciples Think of Him", Marion
coat of paint put on which adds
Sharboroush.
greatly to their looks. D. L. Jones,.
"What Do the People Think of and Marvin Parks helped him tø'
do the work.
Him Today", Rachel Sammons.
Morgan Orr &nettled trade day
Poem-Sarah Ruth Rhodes.
Payer, Mrs. R. A. Johnston.
in Paris, Tenn., last Monday,.
We were sorry to hear of the
Neroes of Today-Boys.
five new members were added. death of -Jeff Cooper of the
Grove vicinity lam s„,„
A candle light Easter service Pleasant
will be held on Sunday evening at day. He was a man well liked
knew him and Willi&
6:30 o'clock in the Hire-Austin by all who
S. S. room. Methodist children Missed greatly by his faintly
friends.
from 0-14 are invited.
The farmers are anxious to sec
and learn about the new AAA
Farm program as they surely need
something to help them get a livSpring time le here, but we have ing price for their tobacco:--been having some snow and cold
As this is my first attempt to
rains during the past week which write a letter for the Ledger &
stopped farmers from plowing.
Times in some time and news ifThere are quits a lot of people scarce I will quit fOr thit time.
sick with colds and flu in this
-"Pig"
neighborhood.
Waldrop
Robert
Mrs.
Mr. and
It pays to read the classified ads.

WEAR'S
DRUG -STORE r

HEADQUARTERS
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A
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as T. Lovett, Editor

farrn belonging
it Marris Greve,
ia tear.
.M Lovier had
sod and a new
on which adds
ski. D. L. Jones,.
helped him to'

reeled trade day
ist Mondays
to hear of the
Cooper of the
icinity last Sunman well liked
him and will
his family

4NIPF fee ffliu Sore should he isablat5is4 net.)atee -419sirffrefaffulf
*Hermosa mak week.
motif was served.

Deltas Meet
The Delta Department met at
the home of Mrs. Wallace Lassiter on Tuesday evening with Mrs.
iter, Mrs. F. E. Craveford
Mrs. Wells Purdom as hosts.
_Margaret Campbell, viceenettiided. The departmert voted $10 for the Red Cross
e-in the cyclone area and also
to use
to have a shower for the Kirbys
Who S'unday lost their home and
store le,v fire.
The_rkeninating committee comD. Butterworth,
posed of -MM.
Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mrs. Graves
Sledd and ?Ors. Will Whitnell presented the knowing „slate of officers for 1936-07 which was unanimously accepted;
_ Chairman, Mrs. Joe Lovett.
Vice-chairman, Mrs. Herschell
Corn.
Secretary, Mrs. Robert Jones.
Treasurer, Mrs. John Farmer.
on the
The second program
'Drama' was given.
Religions—"The Little Miracle",
from the Ladies Home Journal,'
Miss Evelyn Linn.
Mystery--The Vanishing Princess" by .John Goldman, Mrs. Will
Whitnell.
Comedy—"Dear Mr. President'
by Doty Hobart, Miss Margarot
Campbell.
A salad plate with the Easter

anxious to see
the new AAA
they surely need
• them Het a Ilya' tobikeed.first atteMpt to
r the Ledger &
me and news is
It for this time.
—"Pig"

Ile classified ads.
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The Friday night supper group
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
met with
Broach.
Those who enjoyed the pot luck
supper and the game of monopoly
were:
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hart, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mr. and Mrs.
Will Whitnell, Mr. and Mrs. Zelner
Mrs. Harry
Carter, Mr. and
Broach.
Farmer-Orr Marriage
Announced
Beak Group .Qf AAUW
wedding-ef-- much interest' to
A
gest*
The Book Group of the A.A.U.W. their many friends was that of
Farmer,
met with Mrs. Franklin Inglis at Miss Mary Kathyrn
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lamar
her home.
Farmer, to Mr. Preston Orr, son
Mrs. W. H. Fox led a discusof Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Orr.
Willa
sion on "Lucy Gayheart" by
The single ring ceremony took
Cather and Mrs. Franklin Inglis
at the First Methodist church
led one on "Vein of Iron" by Ellen place
in Paris. Tenn... on Saturday afterGlasgow.
noon, March 21, 1932, with the Rev.
1 1r -V•- ,
G. C. Fain officiating.
AA.U.W Notes
The couple will make their home
parents.
The A.A.U.W. met Monday ev- with the groom's
ening the sixth in the College
library club room.
• The program was planned by the
'International Relations' Committee. A panel discussion on Communism, Fascism, Democracy, and
Monarchy was given with Dr. Mable
Gude, Dr. Floy Robbins, Miss
Nadine Overall and Mrs. A. M.
The adWolfson participating.

trash,
e on the

11

to take
; owners

SaskeT
9Tee-Vms

Neighbors and friends visited
Mrs. Ruby Snow Thursday afternoon and surprised her with a
miscellaneous shower. Conversation and puzzles were features of
the afternoon.
Guests included Mrs. Algie Kelly, tIfic. May Grubbs, Mrs. Ocie
Grubbs, Mrs. Kathleen Overbey,
Miss Alta Davis, Mrs. Pauline
Norsworthy.
- Miss Ethel Robertson, Mrs. Carrie'
Hughes, Mrs. Zela Mayfield, Mrs.
Mary McKinney, Mrs. Bess Linville, Mrs. Rutty Snow.* •
Those -sending glftr-Were Mrs.
Don Nix, Mrs. Mabel Alexander,
Mrs. Dora Edmonds., Mrs. Nellie
Wilford, Miss Alice Robertson.

Mrs. Carrie Hughes honored Mrs.
Kathleen Ovetbey with a lovely
shower 'at her home near New
Providence, March 26.
The social hours were enjoyed
by all present. Refreshments were
served.
Those present were Mrs. Frocie
Overbey, Mrs. Nellie Wilford, Mrs.
Stella Murrell of Murray: Miss
Alta Davis, Miss Alice Robertson.
Mrs. Algie Kelly, Mrs. Zela Mayfield, Mrs. Lucille Thornton, Mrs.
Mabel Alexander, Mrs. Lottie Freeland, Mrs. Audie Hurt Mrs. Elsie
Hendon.
lairs. Dora Edmonds, Mrs. Bess
Linville. Mrs. Kathleen Overbey,
Mrs. Carrie Hughes.' Those sending gifts, Mrs. Ruby Snow, Miss
Ethel Robertson. • • ••

Tomb, thou shalt hold him longer;
Death is strong, but We is
stronger;
Stronger than the dark, the light;
Stronger than the wrong, the right;
Faith and hope. UAwaphant,Amg,
"Christ will rise on Easter Day."

WNW

Mrs. Ruby Snow Honored
With Shower

Mrs. Kathleen Overbey
Entertained

eady, as
)NCE.

:e

dress of the evening was given by
Prof. C. S. Lowry whose subject
was "The International Political
Situation in Recent Months."
A business session was held.
Plans were made for the annual
tea for the college senior „co-eds
to be held in - May.
The club will sponsor and sell
tickets for the moving picture
-The Voice of -- Bugle Ann" on
April 21 and 22. Proceeds 'will go
to the fellowship and local scholorship Bind:
Several of the Murray members
will attend the State A.P..U.W.
luncheon to be given in Louisville April 17.
Officers for 1938-37 were elected
as follows:
McCoy
President, Mrs. Mary
Hall: secretary. Mrs. 0. D. Edmonds.

—Phillip Brooks, D. D.

OUR

Circle To Meet
The Mattie Belle Hays circle of
the Woman's Missionary Society
will meet Monday evening at 7:30
o'clock with Miss Emily and Miss
Oneida Wear as hosts. Following
the social hour Sunshine Friends
will be revealed..
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Better Be Vigilant
;soles or • mike essio niece
'WO Ting.TO VAT ;OR OLEN LIGHT

Here is an example of what too
many Pedestrians do. The person
illustrated above never had time to
wait for the green light, but now, as
all will admit, he has P-L-E-N-T-Y
of time. No doubt any person who
has had such an experience will
decide it's better to wait a few seconds thee to spend weeks and even
months getting over injuries suffered because of impatience.
Last year there were more than a
thousand pedestrians killed when
theycrossed at intersections against
the signal, and there were more than
35,000 who were injured, according
to the Travelers Insurance Cernpang. Many of those killed. If they
had a chance to do It over again,
would be more than willing to wait
for the light to 'turn in their favor.
Very likely those injured feel the
same way. It may be a little irksome
to wait for the signal to flash "Go,"
but one remains dead a long time,
and it's far from being funny to be
kept in bed recovering from injuries.

Burnie Adr.s has moved to the
demonstration mauls was 4.4 eggs
per hen during February. All of Frank Miller tenant house.
Several persons of this comDemonstration, flocks
alloway
were above the average and none munity are at work at the Murray
Jefferson Knew Velar Of Farming as low as the low ten.
Hosiery Mill and more are exOn Contour
pected to be employed soon.
Well, we are having plenty of
4-H CLUBS
Thomas Jefferson, third President
rain at plow time.
of the United States whose birthNext week is the club week for
Mrs. Tom Taylor gas, a big
day is April, 13, was a practical the county agent and Calloway
fernier. He knew conservation of county. The iTgents devotes the quilting last week. She had in
soil is of vital importanef to last- major part of the second week in three quilts and two were gotten
ing and successful farming. In each month to 4-H Club work. A out. Each lady 'brought a dish
1813, wrffing about his farm in check up on the number of mem- and dinner voi* served in picnic
style.
Albemarle county, Va., he said:
bers enrolled to date in the county
Mr. Mid Mrs. Otis Alderson of
OUr country is hill,' 4hd we for 1938 is 229. Won't some of his
have been in the habit of plow- faithful club members get to work Pachtiah spent the week end with
ing in straight rows, wheither up and help make the total more his brother Wert and L. A. Alderor down hill, or however they than 250 before the end of next son and also visited her father,
lead, and our soil was all rapidly week. The meeting dates for 4-H Joe Lamb.
running into the rivers. We now clubs is as follows:
Well it is the last week for you
plow horizontally, following the
Tuesday. April 14,, Training to subscribe for the Ledger &
curvature of the hills and hol- School, 9:30 a. m.
Times to get a chance at the bedlows on dead level, however
Lynn Grove, room suite.
14,
Tuesday,
April
crooked the lines may be. Every
Hurrah for the Ledger & Times,
2 p. m.
furrow thus acts as a reservoir to
you can't do without it.
Wednesday, April 15, Kirksey, 2
receive and retain the waters, all
—Guess Who
of which gd to the benefit of the P. rn
Faxon.
Thursday,
Apri1.
sr wing DiLnt ;waited eit_
p.. m.
off into the streams."
Friday, April 17, Concord, 2 p.
Many farmers are learning tom.
day, as Jefferson learned, the value
The play which was presented
Saturday, April 18, Smotherman
of contour plowing and planting
last Saturday night was attended
2
m.
p.
by
to check serious soil losses
by a large and appreciative crowd.
wind and water, reports the Soil
The play was well acted by all the
Club
Utopia
Conservation Seryiee.
characters, and many pronounced
A group of young people of 'Cal- it the best play ever presented at
eBroaffing Chicks
loway county above the 4-H club Faxon. The money taken in .is to
coun- defray expense on .the annuals
This is the big brooding month age met in the office of the
an.-the success of this month's ac- ty agent and organized a Utopia being made by the' junior arid
There are two
tivities among poultry producers Club. These young people would senior classes.
the older more exceedingly good plays to be
will determine the future success like to have more of
or .failure of one's labor for this boys and girls join them. Married presented later in .the school year.
-this club The material for the annuals was
year. All breeds of chicks should couples are eligible for
of the reteived this week.
be hatched during this month if too. If interested see one
they were not in March. Cate officers or the county agent. The
should be taken not to let the officers are: Gaylon White, presivicechicks become too hot or cold with dent: Charles Montgomery,
the extremee;Yariation of the out- president; Marye Beale, secretaryside temperature. Brooder houses treasurer.

COUNTY AGENT NOTES

should be kept warm and, dry.
Most diseases spread more rapidly
in warm, damp houses. Provide
plenty of feeder space and feed a
mash that will supply plenty of
protein.
Keep chicks on clean
ground. Each step a baby chick
takes on ground that has had any
form of poultry on it during the
past two years is making it harder
for that- chick- /0 live to b growu.
Feed well, keep chicks 'on clean
floors and ground.

• Mrs. Harry Broach entertained
her sewing club Wednesday afterA delightful salad plate
noon.
was served. Members present were
Mrs. Foreman Graham
_Mrs. Roy
.
Farmer, Mrs—George Hart, Mrs.
Ronald Churchill. Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs. Zelna Carter, Miss
Evelyn Lynn, Miss Virginia Hay,
Gayion White's Leghorns In High
Mrs. Jack Kennedy.
Ten la -February
Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr., entertained
Kentucky Demonstration Flock
the Wednesday bridge chili.
Summary for February has been
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes won high
sent to all keeping demonstration
score.
records. This summary lists GayA salad prate was seeved.
Ion White's flock of white legMrs. Jack Farmer - was a guest.
horns in sixth place with a production of 19.9 eggs per hen. Mr.
Mrs. James 0. Nall Entertains
White.lives near Hazel on Route 3.
for Her Houseguest.
The average of the high ten was
19.8 eggs per hen. The highest
Mrs. James 0. Nall had guests
was.41.4.
for a bridge-tea at her home on
Calloway county has three others
Tuesday afternoon in compliment
are doing
to her guest, Mrs. John F. Rice, of keeping records that
good. too. Mrs. Lena Jones, MurFredonia.
a record on her
Mrs. Herbert Drennon won the ray, Route 2, has
They have
prize for high Score and'Mn. Rice silver laced wyandotts.
been showing value of good care
received a guest prize: by laying well. Mrs. W. N. Shea
A plate lunch was served.
Murray Route 2, has a flock of
Playing bridge were Mn. John
Barred Rocks that are producing
Rice, Mrs. Herbert Drennon, Mrs.
fine. Then. Mrs. W. N. Trevathan,
M. G. Carman, Mrs. A. F. Yancey,
Murray Route 2,, has a flock of
Mrs. Franklin-Inglis, Mrs. Russell
Rocks that are doing well.
Sharborough, Barred
Blemker, Mrs. C.
The average of the ten lowest for
Nall.
Mrs.
and
the 'state that are keeping flock
Calling for tea were Miss Tennie Breckenridge. Miss Mildred
Sotto, and Mrs. G. B. Pennebaker.

The minute you get inside a Nash
"400" or LaFayette you can see
how MUCH more room they give
you! Three big people ride in
either. seat with room to spare.
And there's more headroom and
legroom than you'll find in most
cars costing two and three times
as much!
Why put up with the limitations of a small car when these
lowest-priced Nash-built cars give
you so much more for your money?

office and
course, and
ything you
office or

Ir. Co.

Last week the school purchased
from C. A. Hale approximately
600 books from the J. Stanley Pullen library. Sine this was one of
the first schools Mr. Pullen attended, these books were placed in
the L. G..H. S. library at the request of Mrs. J. S. Pullen. T. H.
Stokes, through a generous contribution, made possible the placing and purchase of this library.
It was also very generous of Mr.
Hale to let us have the books at
the price he bid them in at the
sale.
Practice has already been started on the eighth grade operetta.
"Mulligans Magic", and other numbers to be given the last of
school.
Plans are now under way for
the junior-senior banquet to be
held in the school auditorium
Tuesday evening, April 21.
Rehearsals on the junior play.
"Prairie Rose" has begun under
the direction of Miss Clark.
The gpmes 'that were scheduled
with Kirksey last Thursday were
not played because of the weather
conditions. A future date has not
been decided upon.

NASH

CRAY, KY.

Beautiful cut flowers and pot
plants to bring joy to your loved ones,
The Kin* of Remembrance
That as Expected at
EASTER
SENT ANYWHERE
$1.00 up
Corsages
15c to $3.00
Potted Plants
Cut Flowers at Any Price

A.0. WOODS
PHONE 11E4-

LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
THROUGH NEW 6% C. I. T.
BUDGET PLAN

AUTOMATIC CRUISING GEM
available on all Nash and LaFayette
'models at alight extra coat. Reduoes
englne rev term Ir'S at high spc-eds
Savesupto255gingas;upto5oa‘inoil'

Big, luxurious Nash Ambassador
sedans with trunks-125-inch wheel.
base—$835 to $995 f.o.b. factory
All prices subject to change without
notice. Special equipment extra.

INSTALLATION AND ANNOUNCEMENTS WILL BE COMING
SOON

LAF

§_outh Fourth §tr.agt

and Pot Plants
Sent Anywhere

Corsages

ORDER EARLY
o assure fine plants and
prompt delivery
PHONE 295-W
or See Me at Turner's Store

,ALTON BARNETT

ELITE.
BEAUTY SHOPPE
We cordially invite you to visit us and inspect
our new shop. .1-fere every beauty service, will be
skillfully rendered by experienced and capable

operators.

Amelia Darnell
Lena Watkins
Operator
Prop.
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE
First House Off Main on 12th
PHONE 207

f

BUILT

121 NORTH 12th

TO SERVE and
TO ENDURE

As we have endeavored to point out before, the Bank of Murray
does not depend merely upon Federal Deposit guarantee for the safety
•
of its depositors' funds.
We invest your funds with the utmost caution and conservatism in
only the soundest and most dependable loans and securities. A large
margin of safety is always demanded.
At the same time the condition of the bank is kept very liquid so
that even a sudden and extraordinary demand may be met with ease.
DEPOSITS AND RESOURCES HAVE INCREASED VIRTUALLY
A QUARTER OF A MILLION DOLLARS EACH SINCE THE FIR.:
OF THIS YEAR.

We Want Your Business and Will Take Good Care of It

Baxkk oIXVvrca
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
All Accounts Insured up to $5,000.00

•
Aurray, KY,

Ph9ne, 373

BF&

ANNOUNCING
The'Opening
of the

Lovely Corsages for
Easter Wear

Owing to FLOOD CONDITIONS ...
in the East shipping has been tied up and
the factory was unable to deliver
our new machinery this week

PARKER BROTHERS GARAGE

Cut

EASTER
FLOWERS

More mom; larger, double-acting
hydraulic brakes; the world's first
completely seamless all-steel body!
See the Nash "400" and the
LaFay•ette at the nearest NashLaFayette showroom. The Nash
Motors Company: Kenosha, Wis,

and

As I haven't seen anything from
this corner lately I will droei a
few lines.
Lots of sickness in this neighborhood. Mr. Boaz .Gibbs is still
very ill. He has been confined to
his bed for six months with rheumatism. Mrs. Frank Miller is also
real sick. Mrs. Mae Pool, who has
been having her lung collapsed
for T. B., is some better. She has
been in bed since last June.
Mrs. Ruby Steely who had her
tonsils removed last week, is doing
very well.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Parris
and Mrs. John Gooch left Sunday
for New Mexico to seek work.
Mr. Mooch Is already employed at
that place.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Boggess of
Paducah spent Sunday with the
former's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
H. Boggess.

Thornton Richards of Owingsville community in Bath county is
raising chicks for the early market.

Lynn Grove Hi
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The,,ntost popular girl and boy
were elected this week. The most
popular girl was Edna Mae Roberts and the most popular boy wee
Adon Williams. Wilson Gantt was
elected as the best all around athlete.
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Livestock

EAST ST. LOUIS:- 111.. April 8
-Hogs 6.000: market slow, early
Won't you please tell us
bids 5010 cents lower. 170-2.30 lbs.
when you know a local item!
10.00010.75; top 10.75, very few
U you have a visitor. if YOU
sales above 210 lb. weights. 1400)
of a sick neighbor or aim
1811 lbs. 10.004,10 50; 100-130 lbs. know
other item' of interest, won't
8.850 9.65: sows 9 00419.35.
you please call the office phone,
.Cattle 2,000. calves 1,500. few
or the home phone. 338;
Masers eales mostly 15c higher, 55;
drop us a card or a letter or tell
steadjr,
and
heifers
yearlings
mixed
us about it on the street.
eowstuff steady, bulls 15c lower.
We need your assistance and
steers
8-000
vealerx '50c lower;
in gathering these
co-operation
heifers
8.60; mixed yearlings ,and
items. It's the way you
local
7.000 8.00. cows 5(10e 575; cutters
swap valuable and interesting
and low cutters 3.504.4.50. sausage
informauon with your neigh-*
bulls 6.25, vealers 9.50; nominal
hors, and friends. We are the
range: steers 6.000 10.00; Heifers
ariediem through which you do
6.00M9.00; slaughter steers 550-1.100
that and we want to be of the
lbs. good and choice 7.50e 9.75;
ultimate service.
conunun and medium 600 •J 8.00:
10.00;
0
8.00
common
unquoted:
medium 7.23e 825.
and death of our dear husband
and father, Mr. P. A. Lamb; also
- NEW YORK PRODUCE
to overrode tMt 'assisted t18 'lit
NEW YORK. April 8-Live poul- any way.
try steady to firm; freight: chick- .• We also thank Bro. Studien-ens -rem= trretters 27 fowl* Pie alp Pm the consohng words 25.; roosters 15: turkeys 20e 30; sympathy. May God bless each of
ducks (all sections) hie 16; ex- you is our prayez.-hirs. Ina Lamb
--press: chickens 204121; breilers 21 and children.
fowls 216'25; roosters 15;
Or 77:
turkeys 24e 40; ducks (all sections) Referendums Under
16.
Tobacco Inspection Act

1
fff

Card of Thanks
•

We wish to extend our sincere
thanks to our neighbors 'Ad
friends for the kindness and sympathy shown us during the illness

In Every Fieldir%
of Endeavor
there must, be a
standard, a goal
toward which to
strive. More than
50 years ago ours
was set, and our
path has led in its
direction ever
since. In it we find
satisfaction for Our
selves and f p r
those who need
our services.
0 u r o-peraiing
costs make possible the highest
type service at
reasonable prices.

'the
J. H. Churchill
Funeral'Home
Telephone 7
Marra3 Ky

SHER

NEW FEED HELPS
MILK PRODUCTION
AND COW HEALTH

Write, - Phone or
Tell Us Local Items

L ) he a "ameY"luallir at
The co* '
her best rn,sst freshen and refreshweeks of the year
en within
according to Van Pelt. dairy authority of the Purina Mine. When
the cow Is allowed longer than 12
Months for the eMapleted eyelet of
'her yearly work. she automatically
sinks to lower level of pro-it making. Van Pelt claims. To make acow's year the most efficient with
the greatest returns on the tearer
expended, the dairyman must take
Into account the entente characteristics of the cow herself and play
them op to the fullest advantage.
Danger at Filishening Period
"There is no time that a cow Is
more susceptible to costly cow
troubles," says Van Pelt, "than at
the time immediately following
freshentnm This particular period
easily ,'ati be termed a period' of
ausceatilents. Susceptible, because
she hasn't the strength and the vitality to build up resistance. It is
In this particular period when the
ccui_linda hermit an easy. VICUm to
the disease carrier In the herd.
whether it be tuberculosis. Bang's
disease, mast-Rig, or any of those
troubles that,are so maliznant in
their influence in the dairy herd.

Kirksey Hi News

PRO

Elastic Roof Cement

For composition and
metal roofs. Waterproof. Riack-Gollow

Mend

for

sunshiny

80C

Kitchens slid

SHERWiN•W

holes in roofs,.

,-;y.Pounds
'
-1110:iK
er-PLe

60C

Bathroessi

aiAMS,

Somi-LaisPle
•
satin finish
'
•Interior
Completetv eilliabid from AO&
•
ftish
e
-gloss
porcele-eime, sere
spots
and inkFlamssf,
t's
grease
$11
soil,
S.\V duceolc
with
Ouart
wash ell
Extremely

Grove,
E. S. Kelso, Lynn
has been repairing the roof to
his home and making other repairs.
K. K. Douglas, Lynn Grove,
has recently repaired his home.
The Christian Church and
lodge hall. at Dexter. has been
recently re-roofed.
Mrs. Ruby Neale. ..East of
Dexter. has completed the remodeling of her home and is
now painting the dwelling'
G. B. Linn. near Aimo, is repairing his home.
J. C. Houston, near Elm
Grove, has made some repairs
-t• his home recently.
ZeIner Thurmond has started
hia new home near the !Cato-back School.

and weer.
colors.

1

_Pastel
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the it on mist furniture!

for iU action!

S-W Flaxoap

S.-W. Polish-ol

-e--fseedit from 1-00f.4e-Pere
- . for *vamp deeming need.
.No other fumlti.re,poUth film"
efulalqted offer—MC bee)* — chap ha ack.
Sib. 99C
Ns a cus
ot that pike. Get
size
19C
- cc -156n at ce,r store.
Dieing this event
(Regular Prim 2Sc)

Won't

it 16. 47c

he

BUT 814i/ND

A

PINE5S
IS "FRE 44.1)

WHEEL

Siup'le Lochs; for YOUR copy of ,

S.W. Screen Enamel
65c mlue

Prevents mitt, le tee!
c ee
f screens last indefe,
Does rat clog the mesh.

owid, Bud,. . • .

for

I IC

The Home Decorator ,
47: pe3es- ef up-ro-die-mintrte

cokr, It's free. SuPPit
inflated, to 'GET YOURS NOW!

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER COMPANY
Phone 323 _
North Fourth Street
-ggitrar
Only Exclusive Paint sod Wallpaper gtelie.sg

Tt••41•1 /as.

Co. Welty Sawa,

A person at his desk may be the Infirm, Is likely to drive carelessly
Most conservative of individuals- or recklessly when he gets out on
-the kind who not only considers a the road. In proof of this, drivers are
matter once but twice, and is likely asked to take note of some of their
to sleep over it, if the matter is fellow motorists on curves, near the
really important. The world -is ful top of hills, or those who cut in and
of men and women who are most out of traMe,-the drivers who rush
monsIdergte of the manbers of their the light or fail to slow up or stop at
tiffanies--pecile who conetantlY stem signs.
Such acts distinguish the incliffee
think of the happiness and security
or dangerous driver from the
of those dependent upon them- The
leveil-heseled and considerate people good driver. Not all the million
are regarded the salt of the earth. drivers who were involved in acciThey aren't the type who would ever dents which killed more than 36,000
get Involved in an automobile ac- and injured around a million last
cident because of carelessness or year were of the so-called "smarty"
type. Many of those wbo drove
recklessness on their part.
But the level-headed person-the through the red light, on the wrong
considerate individual-level-headed side of the road, passed on curves,
when it comes to business matters- or operated recklessly were persons
considerate when It comes to the otherwise level-headed and Maidmembers of his family, the sick and erste.

Charley Broach has recently
painted his home.
Royce McClard has recently
remodeled his ham near [lice.

awitawY

CHURCH GIF CHRIST
,
.
Due to the fact that the new
pews recently purchased are now
installed and ready for use, services
will be resumed in our own church
building next Lord's Day. April 12.
Services will begin at 9:45 a. m.
Worship at 1050. There will also

be services again in the evening
at 7:30.
Mid-week services each Wednes„
day at 7:30 p. m.
The church wishes to extend
the City Board of Education its
appreciation for the use of the
high school building for services
held there the past two Sundays.

Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets br
'Muck relief from a sore stoma
pains between meals due to acid'
indigestion and heartburn. If #'
your meney is refunded-Leadi
A SUBSCRIBER SPEAKS
Murray, Ky. druggists, in Hazel by Turnb4
Co.
April 7, 1936 Drug
Lovett
Mr. Joe T.
Dear Editor:
Having all my life wanted to
write a few lines to some good
paper. I can truthfully say I think
•we have the best County paper I We have erected some akeet-te
love the people
have ever read.
7 miles North of Murray on B
of dear old Calloway and think ton Highway. Come out and
live.
to
earth
on
place
best
the
it
your skill.
I have lived in Michigan and OkSpecial Invitation to Lattice
dear
like
place
no
but
lahoma, too,
Shooting starts at 1 o'clock 8
old Kentucky.
urday Afternoon and Sunda
The letter, Joe, about your
Afternoon.
father recalled the sweet memories
HARGIS & LASSITER
of my dear father long, gone and

Letters To Editor

NOTICE
Bird Hunters,
Sportsmen

r

,•
for ALL ANIERICJ
••••..

D. W. Billiagesn, North 7th
street, has beelli re-roefini hb
home.
Rafe Farley has just NMIpitted the covering of his moll
bins.
Mrs. Spume Cooper, Kirksee,
has re-roofed her home with
cork
asphalt and
insulated
shingles.

cpusineft

Now is the time build, remodel, and repair.;
E. E. Williams. four miles
Northwest of Murray. is building a new tobacco barn at his
home.

EASTER
the day for
DRESS

CALLOWAY COUNTY
LUMBER CO.
Phone 72 Murray, Ky.

i

•••••••.

APR,21-?2
sPay

%\
•a it)*,

NEW

SUITS by
Griffon, ClothCraft or
Style Mart
HATS by.
Lee, and Dobbs
SHOES by,
Nunn-Bush

A Salesman's Plan
A VERY SUCCESSFUL SALESMAN has worked tont a
plan that is making money for him.
His friveting expenses each month are a tittle more than
$150, so the first thine he does each month is to see how quickly be can earn his traveling expense money.
s
The expenses of his family must he provided next and be
tries to earn money for this purpose in one week's work.
_
thintenth is all profit. With his tient and
The balance
traveling expenses already earned, this salesman can 'save every cent of his earnings during the last ten or twelve cleys of
each month.

DEPOSITS INSURED

..04GH
.:442`
:11P.

garments with nttionally known trademarks—
For such firms
have spent years in
building up their
names--that they
might b e synonymous with Quality—
You'll want

Westinghouse

q

uelePecAbZe RE FRIG E RATOR

,,,aurroul
111,
•- 11;
ess• $

THIS WEEK

Check refrigerator
values with the
Westinghouse
Vaiugraph book.

we have received meny
new numbers in Spirts,
Ties, Socks -that your
Easter may be a bright
and pleasing one.

see
'

BY

The Federal Deposit insuranceC.Corporation,
"

DEES BANK OF HAZEL

r

•
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'PRICES

FROM

$1095'
UP

R. H. VANDEVELDE & CO.

The Famous

PHONE 435
NORTH FOURTH STREET
HARRY JEN!CINS, Nanager
PLUMBING, WIRING and SHEET METAL

T. Sledd & Co.

S

P

pi;

FR At()

,. 1
e

IE APIA LlARTER Sp

refrigerator value.

VI-TIAR SERVICE PROTECTION PLAN
With your Westinghouse Golden Jubilee Refrigerator you get 5 years' protection against
any service expense on the Hermetically-sealed
Mechanism. The cost of Otis unusual protection
is only $5.03 incl dect in thc.pur;•hase mice.

WASHINGTON,.0.

.,HIng:I'181 $5000'
s$5000 MAXIMUM

• Smooth flowing lines,streamline beauty
— modern styling at its best. That:s the
new Westinghouse Golden Jubilee Refrigl
erator. Its perfected Hermetically-sealed
Mechanism has been timeotested and performance-proved in thousands of horn
Truly here is an utterly new standard o

A

IF IT'S THE LATEST
YOU'LL FIND 11
AT

Hazel, Kentucky

PAINT

Girl Scout News

for Tender Stont

This plan keep. him on the jump every day
and he says it is great fun.

Speed on

Big size and egg shell color are
Inherited. However, the inside of
the egg is sometieug the poultry
raiser MU do something about. According to the Purina Research
Farm, It has been found that the
interior quality of an egg le greatly
Inflame/0d by the feed given hens.
By controlling the teed, the poultry
raiser can•centrol the quality of
tbes his hens lay.
Recently t he BuilDs Research
Laboratories have developed an alltmone egg mash that gives hens
just the things needed to lay eggs
that have uniform light lemon colored yolks, surrounded with thick
tiear whites. It ls said that the
flavor and vitamin content of the
eggs are also controlled. The eggs
produced on this Controlled feed
are as uniform In quality, flavor
and vitamin content, that they bring
premium prices

NEW AID TO CHICK
LIFE AND GROWTH

Ile runs three races each meet&

.
thae.r

AND

SECURITY OT +.1/S roVAILY

INSIDE EGG CONTROL
BRINGS BETTER PRICE

the letter from Dan Hutson was
full of inspiration to my way
thinking. That II what we need.
knowledge that is practical, *
will not fail us in the trials am
temptations of this day and coil
age to carry on the ,vacele
faith of our forefethers who
all the Joan of Ares were de
and Washington and Lineolos. N
• thousand times. There is no
slowly, because Elk* mills of ti
gods grind slowly but surely thei
will arise some of the best worna
and men, boys and girls that wl
not fail us I am sure. I am
booster for the youth of dear oj
Kentucky; let us awake likeill
Easter lily with all its purityW
beauty and give our best for de
old Calloway.-.A Subscriber
Ledger & Times, Mrs. H. A. Fart

Minikes Tray I
The Gul_ Sentd-*fre-111
Saturday. The hike was plannl
by Nancy Mellen sad Mary Ella
beth Bennett. Everyone enjoys
the hike. Nearly every Scout w
More chicks have a better chance present.
of living since science discovered
The Scouts will have a party
Puratene, the concentrated source
Bell Hood's home ne:
of vitamin A, commonly known as Martha
the disease-resistance vitamin. Friday night at 7 o'clock.
-Frances Siedd, Scribe
Added to chick feed, Puratene steps
up the vitamin A activity two and
one-half times. This gives baby
With Simpson county farm
chicks added reserve and resistance concentrating on sheep raising
the
against
life
In their battle for
believed that the 3,000 head
treacherous disease germs that so Is
'frequ'ently wipe net half the chicks sheep now in the county will
In the batch. "Pur-a-teae helps to increased by at least 1,000 ewj
strengthen the linings of the air Every community has est.abFid
passages and intestines causing a goal of increase.
them to act as natural armor
against disease germs," says Meade Guaranteed Treatment
Summers of the Purina Mills.

0. B. Boone has been making some additions JUEIE improvements to fences and outbuildings.

Mr. and Mrs. K. D. Paschall and
son Daniel, Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Paschall ;and children of Purvisitors With
Year were recent
their daughter and sister, Mrs. C.
H. Paschall, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Galon Stone and
son of Puryear are spending a
few days with Mrs. Stone's sister,
Mrs. Bert Deering. and family
while Mr. Stone is recuperating
from a tonsil operation.
• Quernan Paschall spkint Monday night with his brother-in-law,
Elon Armstrong, and family near
Coldwater.
it Pays WHItesid
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•KE'S ,ek LEVEL 4-IEADED
BUSINESS MAN

Building - Repairing
Continues

-Raving the mumps prevented
Milstead James from joining his
school mates and teachers of Hazel
on a- -trip to Muscle Shoals last
week.

Liquid Roof Cement

InS7:101ST

It pays to read the classified ads.

EuC T I

.

ckipaunori
0\``‘,0/
,4.11i

B6HIND A CIESit
•
.5

It is estimated that the c.own
borer cost fruit and berry growL
ers of McCracken county approximately $100.000 last year. W. W.
Magill of the Kemtusky College bf
Agricolture is.holding a series of
community meetings 'to suggest
control measures.

Pursuant to the provisions of The
Tobacco inspect:on Act (49 Stat..
731t and the Regulations of the
Secretary of Agriculture thereunder. announcement is hereby made
that referendums will be held
from April 6 to April 11, 1936, In-A cow in calving shrinks herself
clusive. to determine whether the 130 to 150 pouffds. This includes
following fire-cured and Green the calf, the placenta, and the
River markets shall be designated water expelled. Following this loss
pnder the AM for free and manda- at calshig time, finds a blight fill-up
In weight for the nest
lory tobacoo inspection: Type, Mi. or return
of 12 to .15 pounds.
day*
three
—
Murray. Ky, ••
e
Then, unless the dairy:Man north
the
to
Growers who, acccireing
againv, it by proper methods, he
records of the Collector of Internal finds a still further shrink- of 70 to'
Revenue, sold fire-cured or Green as high as 90 pounds through the
River tobeeee at auction on any next three months.
Special Feed Required
one or more of the above-named
"In the past dairytnen have been
markets during the 1934-35 season,
to think of holding up. on
Ihelined
are entitled to vote with respect the feed immediately following
market.
above-named
the
to
• • freshening. becalm, they didn't feel
Ballots will be mailed to- 'grow- that • the coie'e d1htive tract
Greenj
and
should be overtaxed. But science'
era in the fire-cured
h• Makes it possible to start feed-River districts of --Kenttreiry
Tezineseee on - April 6 so far as lug Immediately after freshening.
experimentiug at the Putheir names and addresaes are Years of
rina Research.Fanu have resulted
known_ Growers who do not re- In the development of a special feed
ceive ballots by mail on or before that Is light, easy to digest, cooling ,
.Wednesday, April II may obtain In its natore. Inv:dive and building
j them from County Agents or Agri- in tis.sue and hone. With this new'
cultural Teachers'.in the fire-cured feed for the cew two months' beand Green }fiver tobacco-producing fore fresheniug and one month
freshening. t he lairymal
counties of Kentucky and, Tennes- after
need' not he afraid of overtaxing
.
see.
the cow, because it has been de.I Ballots to be counted must be veloped- especially to tit the cow's
delivered to county agents or inaI 'digestive and body condition during
rad not later than mideight, April those periOdsz'
In explaining the result, Van Pelt
11.1936
says, -Everything that the cow lost
Isn't gained but a refill takes place
that guards against any drastic
shrink, that carries wills it so ma&
The results
of the cew's
show in a stronger herd, greater
foundation, and over a year's time
stepped-up milk production. There
are fewer replacements to contend
with, letter quality of udders.
greeter percentage of coaception at
COVER
TI41
breeding minus' and greater return of
Vette
net profit erttottars and rental'. --

AND

WHY IS IT • - • •

In Breathitt county, 4-11 club
members will be encouraged by
the visit of an interested business man or wutoan, when project work will be on display. Following the ysAt, the result a/ a
suggestion eatAbe: 41alitit2.
membership ca'rds will be -pieseated.

WIN • WILLIAMS'

BEAUTY

When Is a Person Not a Good Driver?

A three act play, -Plain Jane,"
will be given at Kuksey 'High
School Saturday night, April 11.
The cast includes faculty, patrons
of community, and students. This
play promises to be one of the
best of the. year. Coin! .see it!
The mixed chorus %hitter the direction of Mr. AlIceele, won second place in the county contest.
and ranked -good" in the district
meet.
ove defeated our boys'
Lyna
softball team. Tuesday afternoun,
by a score of 2-0.
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Murray High Notes

Dr. J. W. Carr, dean of Murray Saturday.
children by Allen-A. Jack and
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Barnett, of
State College, announced today
of a
Jill Shop.
that college classes would diem* Center Ridge, are the parents
The eighth grade of the city ,
Mr. and hire. T. W. Crawford
Tuesday. April 14, for the Ken- son born at the home Monday.
school has won for the fourth
n,
for
Lexingto
left Tuesday
Miss Christina Mathys, techni- time the attendance contest of the
tucky Education Association conthe
and will be accompanied home Ky..'
vention which meets at Louisville cian for the Clinic Hospital, has PTA.
their
latter part of this week by
April 15-18. The feature of Mur- resumed her duties after spending
A lovely picture Is to be awardson. Fred, a student in the Uniray's part in the KEA prograit will two .weeks with her parents, Dr. ed to the home room winning the
versity of Kentucky, for the Easter
,
brtakand Mrs. A. Mathys, Mockport contest for the greatest number of
be the annual get-together
fast which will be held at the Ind.
Mrs. Thomas Brown of Paducah vacation.
times. This class has kept the picWorth,
Ft.
Cendit,
Mr.
Rev.
The
of
whom
If you have visitors
Brown Hotel Friday, April 17.
is visiting her parents, Mr. and
and Mrs. T. L. Smith are ture for three successive months
Mr.
Presbyto
the
preached
Texas,
your are not ashamed, please
Governor A. B. Chandler has ac- building a new duplex apartment and expects to hold it for the
Mrs. J. A. Ellison and family and
terians of this community at the
report them for this column.
cepted an invitation from Dr. of two stories on Elm street. The year.
other relatives and friends.
ConRev.
Sunday.
court house
James H. Richmond, Murray presi- dwelling will be completed within
Miss Grace Mahan and Miss
dit received his degree from the
The home room mothers Mrs. N.
dent, to be present at the break- a short time.
Dr. R. W. Fairchild, president Oney Brewer were week-end visitScotland,
h,
of Edinburg
y
Hutson, Mrs. Joe Baker, Mrs.
Universit
p.
inMurray
50
than
More
fast.
of Illinois State Normal Univers- ors of Mftlf Elaine Ahart.
Mx. and Mrs. James Alfred
whose administer
gifted
a
is
and
I. Sledd. and Mrs. Garnett
R.
d
registere
already
have
structors
ity, Normal, Ill., addressed the
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Maddox and dress was much appreciated by
Smith, of the East side of the Jones have given the class a party
.
fOr the breakfast
students of Murray State College daughter of Savannah, Tenn., visitcounty, are the parents of a
those who heard him.
in their class room following each
The following CCC boys were daughter born at the home Tuesin chapel Monday morning on the ed their parents. Mr. and Mrs. C.
had her tonhave been very
Parker
Ruby
Miss
this day. The infant was named Nan- victory. These
-Hospital
Clinic
to
the
admitted
subject of "Teacher Training'. 0. peach and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
sils removed at the Mason Hospital
enjoyable affairs and the class„,
week from Cadiz: Ralph Penning- ville.
Mrs. Fairchild and his two sent Maddox last week end.
April 2.
looks forward to them with deton, Carl Hight, Eurie Finney,
heard him deliver the address. The
Mr. and Mrs. James Bowman
The Alice Waters Circle number
Toy Galloway, Thomas and Harlight.
Dr.
Herbert
by
d
week
last
Phillips,
Ewell
introduce
here
Bert Hall,
speaker Was
visited relatives
two of the Woman's Missionary
old Houston have returned home
n, Freeman Case, Hubert Society will hold a food sale SatDonaldso
James H. Richmond, who presided. end.
have
they
where
from Louisville
Approxmately 125 Fleming counCox, James Hammonds, Robert urday at the Johnson-Fain Appliand
Glenn Jeffrey underwent an
Mr. and Mrs. Bill
visiting
farm melt and women attended
been
,.e Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Sexton
ty
to
Woods. C.C.C. boys admitted
ance Co.
daughters visited friends in Cadiz operation for the removal of his Galloway.
school last month.
poultry
a
the Clinic from Mayfield were
E. J. Beale left this mornine -for
appendix at the Clinic Hospital
Sunday.
_
Mrs. M. R. Cox of Birmingham
,„
Boyd
'steely.
doing
-Sasidefur
Marshall.
is
ot
and
.Williatzi
a.
meeting
night
t
to
attend,
Sanckey
Frankfor
Goldie Or ,accompariled by Leon
visited her daughters Mrs.
and John T. Vanhoolier. The fol- the board of charities and correeA real contest by Camay Soap;
Phillips and Vester Orr, is in
Othkend and Mrs. Thomas Redden
1986 Frigid- lowing boys were discharged from dons. He was accompanied by
your
at
blanks
ion,
Informat
All that is modern in the house is personified in the
Friday.
Georgia, bUying marble fot the
went on display here. With the revolutionary the Clinic Hospital this week: Cy Raymond Hamlin.
grocery.
Mrs. Geo. Upchurch is Ill at her eire Which recently
Kerrey Marble Works.
mechanical unit that cuts operating cost to the bone, Andrews, Lester Tooley, John PetMrs. W. D. Harris and
Dr. Hugh MeElrath %attended the
and
Mr.
a
-miser,"
"meter
,
McKinney
Earl
Olive.
on
West
home
Perry Hendon,
hitherto unheard of economy, style, capacity rey, Nolan Mayes, William relay, State Dehtal Meet in Louisville
visited friends
offers
Mayfield,
e
family,
Frigidair
new
the
Lahome
and
returned
Outland
Mrs. Wilbert
and Wilma Heath
Lilyan Grafft, left, demonstrates it for Jerry Troy Dixon, Emil Humphries, Ray the first of the week.
Sunday.
Outland spent several days and freezing ability.
last week after spending several In Murray
Crawford tricia
E.
Hobgood, Robert France, Marshall
F.
e% famous experimental kitchen.
Mrs.
Frigidair
and
Dr.
W
visitor
a
Mitchell,
in
last week with Mr. Outland
months in CCC Camp in Colorado
Spurlock.
e the first of the
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
Louisvill
in
were
lle.
and California.
Hopkinsvi
Dr. Crawford attendMrs. C. 0. Beach is confined
daughter of Mr.
Pitman,
Celia
Miss Myrtle Wade is confined to week where
whioh
wind
W. P. Dulaney, Puryear, spent aged in the terrific
ed the state Dental Association and Mrs. Hubert Pitman, was diswith illness at her home here.
her home with flu.
with Mrs. Dulaney and virtually destroyed the town and Mrs., Rafe Jones is working at the
the Clinic Hospital Sunday
from
charged
Elzo Gupton underwent a tonsil- meeting.
took a heavy toll in human life. Murray Garment Co., in her abCharlie B. Grogan, George Wil- Tuesday following an appendix family here.
lectomy at the Witham __Mason
to
Mrs. Hugh Bates, Athens, Tenn., E. L. Robinson was admitted
and Harry Sledd attended
liams
sence.
1.
April
.
operation
' emorial Hospital
C
Jack Gardner, Bardwell, the William Mason Memorial HosAmerican Legion
Mrs.
district
and
2nd
the
last
spent
Soap;
Maple
Miss Mary Frances Miller reNaomi
Miss
A real contest by Camay
treatfor
2,
April
,
their
Thursday
pital
Satvisiting
o last
and daughter are
your Conference at Owensbor
Tuesday night from Starkturned
week end with relatives in Owensormation, blanks at
ment.
OutB.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F.
urday and Sunday.
Nine, Miss., where she was the
•
boro.
grocery.
Jest unpacked all new Easter guest of friends for several days.
land this week.
%Ira Ben Grogan has recovered
Continental is the new Allen-A
Mr. and Mrs. Graves Hendon and
Fred Wall, Puryear, Tenn., was shades in Allen-A sheer hosiery. Miss Miller returned through the
from a several days illness of in- shade for your Easter outfit. Jack
daughter, Jo Ann, of Paducah,
discharged from the Clinic last 69c and $1. Jack and Jill Shop.
fluenza. Mr. Grogan returned and Jill Shop. =
storm area by rail and was imPerry Hendon and Miss Velma
following an appendix
Master Clegg Austin, son of Mr. pressed by the vast damages of the
from Frankfort, where he is repDrennon, Murray Thursday
Herbert
Dr.
Ruth Heath of Cherry spent the
the
in
is
recoverAustin,
county
B.
.
A.
Mrs.
Calloway
and
operation
resenting
Tupelo area.
State College English head, read
week end in Memphis.
W. S. Swann, Luther Robertson, ing from an attack of tonsilitis.
House, to spend the week end with two short stories to the members
Claude Brown, owner of the
atGrogan
Ben
0.
Wrather,
M.
and
Mrs.
Hart
George
Supt. and
her.
There are numberless
of the English Club at the reguCafe, was admitted to
T. G. Sledd was admitted to the lar meeting of the group Tuesday tended the funeral ahd burial ser- accompanied by Mr. Wrather's Blue Bird
items in Jewelry'
lHosMemoria
small
Mason
William
the
will
Hazel
an
in
for
vices for W. F. White
mother, Mrs. J. 0. Wrather,
Mason Hospital April 1
night, April 7. The stories were
tment.
Sunday
'fortrea
pital
leave Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday.
that she would appreciate
operation.
written,by students in short story
, of
McKinney
Ira
Mrs.
Liberty,
West
and
Mr.
in
Wrather
Vanden
Olive
George S. Hart was in_j.,ouisville writhig courses. which Dr. Drenand
oga
Chattano
Vulcan,
much more than "a gift
on business the first of the week. non taught last summer, and both Slat Vying Plows and all their re- Ky.. and Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Wrath- near Almo, are the parents of a
for a day" and that can
Mrs. Hart and little daughter,' are now in school at Murray. Dr. pairs at Reduced .PACtS on Re- er, in Lexington, before returning daughter born at the home last
be- bought for a similar
Lockie Fay. visiting relatives in Drennon refused to divulge the pairs. The largest Stock of honk to Louisville Wednesday for the Saturday. The infant, was named
absence.
Lou.
Anna
Hart's
amount.
A.
Mr.
E.
K.
in
leas
Paducah
Collars and mule Gearing at
Under New Managenames of the authors.
Dr.'F. K Crawford, Dentist, First .Mrs. T. 0. Baucum is recovering
Ftank Holcomb spent Monday in
ment
Dr. and Mrs. G. E. McFarland. money than I base had them in
from an operation of four weeks
50 Nat'l. Bank Bldg. Tel. 192-3.
Paris on business.
: Let your Easter rememAmes, Iowa, have been visiting 20 years. Will save you from
at—the home in College AddiMrs. W. J. McCoy and Mrs.
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius is spending their son, E. L. McFarland, and cents to $2.110 every time you fit
NEWLY PAINTED AND
brance say good morning
week
last
and
spent
tion.
this week in Hopkinsville
one on Old Beck. J. W. Denham, Mary McCoy Hall
REDECORATED
family.
many mornings.
for
I
athose
Hall
In addition to Phoenix
tf end in Nashville. Mrs.
Princeton. She visited Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Polk Wil- Hazel, Ky.
Plate Lunches and Din- Mrs. C. 0. Dickey in Hopkinsville son Are located in Murray and are Miss Hilda Dulaney. teacher in tended the joint meeting of the have added the famous Street wear
line of ladies and girls' hose, seminers, Short- Orders of all and will attend the special meet-, at the McDaniel House. Mr. Wil- Jefferson school, Paducah, will Western and South Eastern Arts
on chiffon at 69c. They are noted for
S he spoke
ry in PrinceAssociations.
We Will Be Glad to Show
kinds, Sandwiches, and ing of the Presbyte
is 'the son of Circuit spend the week end with her
who
son,
in a panel discussion "Long Wear". At Duke's.
ton the latter part of the week.
You Our Stock of
'H. Wilson, Smith- mother Mrs. W. ri. 'Dulaney and 'Maricnetts"
Charles
Judge
Drinks.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Elkins, of
on "Crafts".
Mrs. W. G. Crawford visited land ,is supervisor and time-keeper friends.
Small Gifts
Elegant new pajamas only $1.00 Centerville, are the parents of a
friends and relatives in Big Sandy, for the WPA.
Miss Helen DaVIS, Knoxville.
Sun,home
the
at
born
daughter
Duke's.
Mrs at
Tenn., last week.
• P. C. Bucy, Knight. was admitted Teen„.is--the house guest of
Your Patronage Will Be
0. K. Bennett has been ill with day.
Mrs- Charles,$eherffius has left to the Clinic Hospital last Satur- W. H:Graves and daughters.
Appreciated
seirerThe Alice Waters 'Circle number
the
flu al his home.
returned
for Lexington, Ky., to spend
has
Berry
Frank
Mrs.
.
day for treatment
is
confined
of the Woman's Missionary
Hood
'Clough
two
Oliver
!
in
Detroit.
al days there with her husband.
relatives
to
visit
a
from
twoIf you want real pretty
at
Mrs. P..C. Lacox, Hamlin. under- piece pajamas at $1.00 then go to
Phoenix hose, unsurpassed for at home because of a sprained Society, will hold a food sale
the Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.,
went an abdominal operation at Duke's.
sheer beauty and -loveliness, 70e ankle.
Mrs. Ben Grogan-1dB - -attend
the Clinic Hospital last Saturday.
Atty R. H. Hood returned last and $1.00—at Duke's.
Lovely new shades in anklets for Friday night froth „I.,ouiSville where
Wallace Key, R. H. Falwell, K.E.A. in Louisville next Week
and joie her husband. Repr. Gro• he attended the annual sessions of Ernest Jones and T. 0. Baucum
for the week end.
the Kentucky State Bar Associa- visited the scenes of the tornado gan
A baby boy weighing 84 pounds
destruction around Tupelo and
tion.
to Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Mr. and Mrs. Newel Kemp, Mrs, northern. Mississippi..Tuesday. Mr. was born
the county April 3. The
of
Rogers
at
building
school
the
built
Key
Charles
Mrs.
Adams.
Claybourne
named Hafford Gene.
was
Infant
damheavily
was
which
Tupelo
n
were
Mercer, and Joe Robertso
in St. Louis, Mo., on business and
#7
visiting friends and relatives last''
week. Mr. and Mrs. Kemp visited
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Robertson, and
Mrs. Adams and Mrs. Mercer visit—AND—
ed Mr. and Mrs. Everett Ray and
daughter, Thiralee.
to accentuate your
Baby Joan Beaman was admitnew Easter frock,
ted to the Mason Hospital last Friwhatever style you
day to undergo treatment.
must have tires that stand miles and miles of
have selected.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Dulaney and
hundreds
driving—and SAtE DRIVING. And
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Morris spent
have
from this group of American travelers
Sunday as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
TY 7.a_-":"
QUALI
Hugh Gingles, Kirksey.
ehosen GENERALS, AMERICA'S
Get your New Easter Hose We,
TIRES.
79e, $LIM at Duke's.
visitRowlett
Tom
Mrs.
and
Mr.
trips in
Even though your driving is confined to short
ed the scene of the tornado at
patrona tire savyour
mean
with
will
s
ALS
generou
GENER
,
been
locality
have
You
week.
the
ate
of
your immedi
Tupelo, Miss., the first
in in
age and we sincerely trust that the manner
Mrs. Rowlett's parents live near
ing to you—
and all the smaller
and
ce
insuran
Tupelo but fortunately were out of
which we have looked after your
items to complete
years
the path of the storm and were
bonding problems the past six and a half
your Easter outfit
uninjured.
has been entirely satisfactory.
line of

Beauties hi The Kitchen
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Give
Jewelry

Easter

AURORA
LUNCH

H. B. BAILEY

•
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Toy Brandon, Prop.

TIRE MILEAGE

Lovely
Bags

IS WHAT COUNTS FOR THOSE WHO
DRIVE THOUSANDS
OF MILES
Truckers
EACH
YEAR

We Thank You

Salesmen

For the generous business entrusted to
us while we were operating the
corporation and partnership
of Frazee, Berry &
Melugin

Collar and
Cuff Sets
Linen
Handkerchiefs

FOR

from our

Easter
Accessories

Say...
"Good Morning"
EASTER
with
GALE'S
or
WHITMAN'S
tandiesi
.Eine-

SNOW WHITE SHOES
morning and
will be the most worn color Easter
styles. You'll be
our stockls complete in sizes and
garments.
proud of them with your new Easter
aniline beauty
it. That's the
ubilee

Refrig.

tically-sealed
.sted and perids of horn
v standard ec:9
"R10ES FROM

1Q 5
P

CO3

Admiration Hosiery
Admiration is
Every new Easter shade—and
.
the quality hose of Murray

We have a special Easter aksortment of fine
candies in appropriate
E*STER
WRAPPINGS

: STREET
4ETAL
y,.

is
Please bear in mind that this partnership
of
being dissolved for the _business convenience
serthe three of us and will in no way affect the
vice previously rendered our policyholders.

foe
Goy
got Wooo
eve%
*to youwhoa you

a
K. C. Frazee and Hugh Melugin are forming
local
handle
to
e
continu
will
and
new partnership
, giving
fire and casualty insurance and bonding
has
the same high grade seryice. J. Frank Berry
will
and
Agency
l
ky
Genera
Kentuc
organized the
bondhandle all forms of casualty insurance and
couning through sub-agents throughout the 27
the
in
zing
speciali
besides
ties in West Kentucky,
taxicabs,
writing of insurance and bonds on busses,
and long distance trucks throughout West Kentucky, West Tennessee and Southern Illinois.

Ask about
the G.T. A.C.
Finance Plan
can now secure a special commercial
HALF-TON TRUCK OPERATORS—You
overload which is more or less
heavy duty truck tire which will easily carry the
trucks,
pick-up
practiced by those who operate

quality of
Again we remind you that the same
problems is
bonding
and
ce
insuran
your
on
service
accusoffered as that to which you have been
•
torfitd.

are a most-important
item in your outfit, SO
we suggest that you seItreetEem carefully.
SEE OUR COMPLETE
LINE

RYAN'S

Dale & Stubblefield
Rexall Store

SATISFACTION FROM 1860 to 1936

heavy duty truck tire.
We invite you to call and inspect this special
appearance.
and
ction
constru
sturdy
the
with
pleased
will be

"
Frazee, Berry & Melugin
"IT DOES

Jackson Purchase OilY,Co.
KENTUCKY

S
MAKE A DIFFERENCE WHO WRITE
YOUR INSURANCE"

EAST MAIN STREET
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Frazee,
Notice of dissolution of the firm of
paper
Berry & Melugin appears in this issue of the
on Page 3—Section 2.
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Mr. and Mrs, Newt Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Murdock
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The city of Wawa, in the past
--toOohing. Warning subject: the top soe -ak *ow land.
•
cooperated In wafers and religious meet next next Samna,April 11, and
Ledtiparaitiotely 50.000.
MIER IIIE NO RESactivities, local misdate, eisedoet-' at 2 p. in. It the Pecan Senna "WHAT IF
- ea seed, includURRECTION?: Evening subfect: ilounds of Adhilia
ing religious servicts in the-camp. Baal&
oak,
-----tee Clark. Chairman "STIRRING ISEISAGES FROM A ing locust, Weak hickory.
Popular form of athletics have
papier and other native species
Weer
Willifea."
the
by
in
mewed
been
always
Sera, Nana -every &maw at were gathered. 'These seed were
company. It has made notable' -11-grapriervead the amide ball.
930, with dodoes for all ages used by the SCS nursery at Padutaught by splebelly trained teach- cah. This nursery grows and duen- Dr. Hugh M Warmth, super- ntes seedlings trees to the various soil conservation camps.
intendent.
As to the progress along educeMid-week meeting every Wednesday evening at 7:30. this im- tional lines much can be said con-.,
portant meeting will be followed cerning both the farmers_ and CCC
Immediately by the meeting of boys, Mr. Herrin reports. While
Really Your Ice
Sunday School teachers, officers It is hard to measure the true
rails* of the soil conservation proand workers.
Card Isn't So
B. T. U every Suratty evening gram as put into effect on &COO
has
assisted
Much
at 6.45. Each Union will render an-es which the camp
a character building and inspira- in **lung as a complete land use
Trouble
tional program. Ronald Churchill, program, the camp has demonstrated what can be accomplished
directs*.
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Paints and Finishes That
Live Up To a Reputation

them .
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ipisudi
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Fine Paint Produrts that give satisfaction in Beauty

soott re

of Finish; Protection and Long Wearing Qualities.

BL

Painting problems are solved by their use.

SA
by the
NJ

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Incorporated

Depot Street, Murray, Ky.

2

j/r,_ 1,/

Just When You Get Your
Newspaper Open And
Radio Operating---"Lights Out"

SERVICE
Sound Protection
SAVINGS

SAV

FIRE...TORNADO
Automobile, Plate Glass Casualty
Agent MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INS. CO.
L.E. OWEN,Gen.Insurance
First National Bank Building

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

SPRING DAYS ... OUTDOOR PI:AY,
Go hand in hand with the healthy youngster.
These days mean days of physical development, so
give them plenty or rich nourishing foods needed
for play. and growth.

,nt

kite Sunburst Pasteurized

RETURN MiLiK BOTTLES
When you by a Wile of milk, you samme an obligation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery frogs width you loswelit the milk.

•

.WW1111110

stances.

SPRING IS HERE, AND REFRIGERATION SEASON

WILL
YOU

, 1. Begin monthly payments—year
round paying.
2. Depend on tiny motors—subject
to ills.
3. Stand heavy monthly depreciation.
4. Be limited in ice supply.
- 5. Eat asphyxiated foods.

OR
WILL
YOU

Have plenty of ice at all times.
Secure the most ecOnornical refrigeration.
Have foods with natural freshness.
Be free from mechanical troubles.
Enjoy carefree and the only complete refrigeration,

Murray Consumers Coal 8i Ice Co., Inc.

square in Murray, Ky.

yet known to the
"ICE is the BEST and CHEAPEST Refrigerant

ar'the purchase price the purchaser must execute
Ttli approved securities, bearing legal interest from
the day of sale until paid, and having the force and effect 'of c judgment. Riskier% wile be prepared to eomply, h these terms.
promptly.

bont4

'
Telepbone 191

MAY1

We have our own wells and aerating
equipment and have pure clean water for all
services. Your ice is made from filtered and
aerated water—free from all foreign sub-

The retire steel of the E. S. MOW & Sou
Furniture and Hardware Store, together with all
its fixtures, located on the north aide of the court

Murray. Milk Products Co.
• SI& a

and do not have to depend on the Murray water
system for rusty-like water—that taxes the better side of one's nature at Saturday night bath
time. Such conditions are common.

-----Ry virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calway Circuit Court, rendered at the November term thereof, 1935, in the above cause for the purpose of division of
property and costs herein expended. 1 shall proceed to
offer for sale at the court house door in Murray, Ky., tn.,
the highest bider at public auctlog, oh Mbitcley, the 13th
day of April, 1936, at '3tte 11) otlock, or thereabout,
leame being the first day of the April term of Calloway
Circuit court), upon a Credit of six Imonths.the following
described property:

'T

siw

WE'RE LUCKY...

E S Diuguid, Jr., Administrator of the estate of E. S.
Diuguid, Sr. Vs. Lottie Diuguid, at al.

Milk is the whole food that contains elements
vital in growing years. Give them plenty, of
milk ai mealtimes and anytitne•

a

Scientific

World"

For ServICE— Telephone 64

Time in on Mary

•1

Columbia network, Tuesday nights at 900 ejiktr
PicktortPs "Parties at Pickfair," over
Ii

IUM//1
ZIEMIX/M
r/R/WE/r-

GEfRGE S. HART, Master Commissioner _
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the Junior Christian Endeavor
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
son. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Houston
by the host.
ChrisCleo. Robert Wilson, John Outland, plate was served
inctetteitd the iligheichool
.
•
•
•
•
Ind
children
and
Phew&
'Chan'
Max Miller, Hugh Thomas McEltian Enceravoi Sociely will hold
A. V. nevelt Iliniater
/EllCalvin
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Dudley-Johnson
rath.
The services on Easter Sunday their meetings, at *35, Sunday evington and *nu Vernon and VerMarriage
Male quartet: Lawrence Weaver.
begin with a Suit-Rise Pray- ening.
will
RolMon.
Wilburti
Mrs.
Mr. and
Announcements have been reRaphaen Jones, Robert Ellis, Lynn
Tfie Sunday night 'church serNews is war* ties week as fir er Serviee, at six o'clock. A special
land and children hamlet, PrenOf
marriage
the
of
here
ceived
Leaden'.
as I know. Not very many people devotional service has been ar- vice will begin at 7:16, tiella a
tice, and Sue.
daughDudley,
Ruth
Velma
Jane
Jones.
Miss
numbers:
Solo
Weather ranged fdr the octasion.
'Mt Sint' of Setteel itymeri-414
Mr and Mrs. Alive Totarry itnd have been vatting as the
A profusion of attractively ar- ter of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Murray
The children's classes Will pre- by W. B. Moser. This MAIM Is
bad.
so
was
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
Ernestine,
daughter
Truman
soft
Mo.,
a
of St. Louis,
ranged spring flowers added
sent a special Easter program at never more than one hcillf"
Not very rnany•little thickens as
and colorful note to the gym- Johnson, son of Mrs. A. J. Miller Paul Holland and son Jatnes
the Sunday School, at 9:30, Sun- length.
morn,Friday
like
Franklin, Mr. and Mrs. Envie Jones. yet. It looked
nasium where the social hour was of Murray, on March 20.
few fer-tha paw Monte he submitted net hair illiareFINIMW
day morning.
Wednesday night, at 7:14,— a
that
knoiring,
They will make their home with Mr. and Mrs. _Jug Towery end ing, when if was
enjoyed. •
allialistes ease milee.
"The White Cron, will be the special arias Of Mel-Week MeetStanding in the -receiving line the bride's parents in St. Leen* children, iteiva, Tranon, Flannel, there would be a lot of sorry garser- ings will b!gin. The theme, ot„,.
Jo Nell, Dewey Came, and Licile dens but 'it didn't last long and sermon at the morning church
belongs to the S.A.E. and A.K.K. were Mrs. Leland Owen, Mrs. Mo.
Enbanks-Housten
vice, beginning at 10:46. This ser- these nieethigs will be, "the Mee- look
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around
Marie.
gardens
the
Palmer,
Bertha
Miss
Elliott,
Alpha
the
Henry
social fraternities and
Engagement Is Announced
mon will conclude a series of ser- sage and Program at the Chrbstian
Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Haden Bogard and very well.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Piles, Chi Sigma honorary medical fra- Mrs. A, D. Butterworth, Dr. Fran- Rudd-PileKeel
mons on the cross which was Religion." Wednesday night's
the
in
around
several
are
There
Azumetmeed
W.
Mrs.
district
Owen,
ces Hicks,
ehildren Eaten, Ralph, Ryden, Wilof Seattle, Washington, on Sunday ternity.
last Sunday morning with, meeting will be led by Mrs. VCZ.
begun
to
reported
country
surrounding
of
Fulton, Mrs.
Announcement has just been re- ma, Paul, and Charles Thomas,
The wedding will take place in C. T. U. chairman
announced/tile engagement of Mn.
Of The Cross," and Carter. Special music will hearMeaning
"The
FarJoe
Mr.
list.
sick
the
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be
W. J. Caplinger, and Mrs. Sam P. ceived of the marraege of Miss An- Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tett= and son
Piles' daughter, Miss Adelaide June.
ris, who has had a stroke of pa- was continued at the special Mid- ranged by Mrs. Harry Btoaeft.
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Martin.
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Mr.
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Mrs.
and
Ray
Edgar
Rudd
Mary
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na
Houston,
Eubanks,- to Dr. Hal
"The Black Boosters for the meeting are (LB.
were which took place January 8, 1935, Wilkinson and daughter Virginia ralysis, is quiet ill, Bad colds are Week Service with,
Delightful refreshments
of Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Houston of Joint Meeting is Held At
Cross." "The Red Cross," will con- Boone Jr., and Mr. end Mrs. Rudy
as numerous.
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The bridge that broke through tinue the eeries at the union com- Allbritten. The Handshakers
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graduate of Vanderbilt University
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to
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very pleasing. Those who appearner, Mrs. Sallie Taylor. Mrs. Kitty veloped mumps and returned
The next meeting will be held Carter-Cade Wedding
ed were as follows:
Parks, Mrs. his father's home in Hazel to reRaymond
Mrs.
Wells,
Ceremony
Drain:outIthatIthia,‘.worn'iwinter_oil
to reBoys' chorus, Raphael Jones, with Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
Susie Braswell, Mrs. Jake Alder- 'ettperate. He is expected
Those present were Mrs. Glen
A wedding of much interest to son.
Howard Boone, Bradley Farris,
turn to the University in time to
And -gee_Gulflube_todayl
Tennessee
the
in
James Rudy Allbriffen, Lawrence Jeffrey, Mrs. Desiree Fair, Mrs, their many friends was that of
Mrs. McKinley Arnett. Mrs. E. partictpate
Due to CoaatiOation
Weaver, Ions lauesiter, Roy Starks, Lottie Pentecost, Mrs. Goldie Orr, Miss Manon Carter, daughter of W. Roberts, Mrs. John Gooch. Mrs. Speech 'Tournament at Vanderbilt
an TM et smeupsuse D7ham mete Robert Ms, Jamas Thurmond. Mrs. Bryan Tolley, and Mrs. Tal- Mrs. Allen Page, of Coldwater,
mem-COANGE NOW_ TO
.
Ellen Gooch, Mrs. Noble Hopper, University April 10. Others
Geo. madge Robinson.
to Mr. Leon Cude, sort of J. P. Mrs. Inez Taylor, Mrs. Alton Mi- bers of Union's forum team are
bast=VeartaFirn Jean Dulaney, Rebels Parker,
Teessamis
Ky., and
Cude, formerly of Coldwater.
GULFLUBE SUMMER GiabE
Robert Wilson, Wray Williams.
chaux, Mrs.'s Nath Vaughn, Mrs. Roy Harlan, Barlow,
te tea
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The ceremony was read March Ethel Harmon.
Tom Moore Willlarris. Billie Zones, Hon* Department The Sixteenth
Joseph Calvin, Memphis, Tenn.
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tem
THE PREMIUM- OVA LITT MOTOR _Ole
The H9Tfle Deeartmeen will have 28 in Metropolis, Ms with the Rev.
Harold Otfrett Mtur-tinger. -Raton
'Mrs Herman Rill. Mrs. Bill
Flimsy, Robert &mei Stubble- the Garden Section with them for J. D. Watters, minister of the Tress, Mrs. Otho Winchester, Mrs.
A_QUART
FOR
the April meeting to be held the Church of Christ, officiating.
field.
Marvin Hill, Mrs. Lindsey Roberts,
Chiropractor
W.
aii
H.
14frs.
Hosts
sixteenth.
Mr.
by
They were accompanied
Girls' sextet: Jane Sexton, Dot
Mrs. Leland Steely, Mrs. Walter
Currier, Frances Amelia Waters, Mason, Mrs. B. F. Berry, Mrs. C. and Mrs. Deward Warren, of May- Hartfiela, Mrs. Eva Hill, Miss Betty Ottiee at Mane, Me West Main
E.
D.
Mrs.
Ludwick,
H.
Bradley,
field.
Eleanore Gatlin, Mary Lou Gibbs,
Wombat, Wednesdays, Fridays
.
Myers.
Mrs. Frank Berry, Mrs. F. P. IngMr. and Mrs. Cude will make
Mary Frances Perdue.
in Afternoon
Miss Ruth HarParks,
Jane
Miss
Brass ensemble: Caswell Hayes. lis, Mrs. G. B. Scott and'Mrs. Geo. their home in Coldwater.
M. to P. M.
I
Miss LaRue Ti-ease, Miss
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Hart.
Miss Willie Mae
Hopper,
Mamie
The home of Mrs. W. H. Mason F. P. Holland Ras
Ctieninghatn, Miss Leatrice Hopwill be opened for the occasion.
Eighty-First Birthday
per, Miss Buthal Michaux, Miss
by the Federal Depotat Insaranee Corporation of Weseington. D. C.. ag The hour is 2:45 p. m.
On Wednesday, April 1, the Dolores Taylor, Miss Neva Gray
relatives and -friends of Mr. F. P. Hopper, Miss Betty Lou Hill, Miss
Monday Bridge Crab Met
Holland gathered at the home of Ann Lou Steely.
With Mrs. Herbert Drennon
Mrs. Herbert Drennon was host his daughter, Mrs. Marvin Hous- • ?Miss Ilene Taylor, 11fiss Charl',11b IL!
to her bridge club on Monday ton, in honor of his 81 birthday. 14W Ann Roberts, Miss Julia raY
At the noon hour a bournifel Atnitt, Miss Alice alea Roberts.
afternoon.
Mrs. Lola Taylor, Misses Lula and
Mrs. Chas. Hire had high score-. lunch was spread.
Iva Garner, Waiter Sills, Roy
it's true! That V.8 Feeling
The following were present:
Mrs. William Rice of Fredonia,
who is the houseguest of Mrs. N. , Mr. F. P. Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Hadfield, Herman Hill, Raymond
makes the miles go Easier!
Fletcher Bogard and daughter Jer- Parks, Frank Myers.Billie Gooch.
G. Nall, was a guest.
After the games, a lovely party lene. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Wilkin- OthiS Winchester.
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For Bad Feeling

g. Oakley
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SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED-

"Well,it didn't seem like 400 miles!"

2
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Edge Hill News

HIGH TEST
OR LOW TEST

REAP A GOOD HARVEST
DIVERSIFY
LAN carefully, work faithfully, and diversify your
crops . . . this is one way you can make your lands
pay. Too often farmers neglect such important things as
keeping their farms well stocked with horses, cattle,
sheep and hogs.
The wasted effort and unbusiness like principles applied to farming has cost many a man his lands.

P

START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
Your Basting Business
mugs

Welcome

We

TiNNIft

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANKKy.

1

THE

REAL TEST

OF ANY GASOLINE
IS THE

COST-PER-MILE TEST
•
1 THAT'S WHY MORE MOTORISTS

Use

CROWN
•

Murray,

Make Our Bank 'YOUR Bank

Minn
"
BAVS

HAVB 14°141Z1

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
INCORPORATED IN KENTbCKY

KENTUCKY TENNESSEE
LIGHT AND POWER CO.
Murray

:

:

:

Kentucky

,

'
VOU know- as soon as yen take the wheel of a
I Ford that you've hit on something different.
You're driving a ear with a V43engine,and a chassis
like no other in the world. You get an edge on city
traffic. Yclu rover the open road more easily. 'Von
hold the road on tttrns and bad going without
heviag to poke along. You actually cut your run.
4
nitig time without boosting your tap speed!i,
Yet driving a Ford V-8 is delightfully easy. And
you save money, every mile. Owners report gas
mileage on a par with less powerful can; and no
ail needed between changes.
Terms as low as $25 a month after usual low]
down-payment, under new UCC A% a riscatje
payment plans. Prices $510 and up, FOB Petrol*.

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
FRAZEE. BERRY & MELUGIN

& Light Co.

Please arrange to pay your account at the office and save embarassment, as no money ili be ,
actepted elsewhere.

•- '

It Pays to -Read the Classifieds

Patrons of Water
Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY THE 15th
Services will be DISCONTINUED AFTER.15th if not paid.
, OE THIS MONTH.

Well I am back again. These
cold, snowy days have stopped
some of the farm work.
Little Miss Mary Sue Suggs of
Harris Grove spent last week with
her little cousin, Charles Dale
Kemp.
Mrs. Bell Story visited her son,
I,es Story, of Fairbanks last week.
M.r. and Mrs. Charley Suggs and
Robbie Nell Suggs of Harris Grove
visited Mr. and Mrs. Claud Kemp
Sunday.
I guess every body will be busy
this week making plans for Easter.
Miss Flora Mae Cole visitetf-BErs.
Verbs Pittman of Murray over the
week end.
The Rev. J. D. Wilford will
preach an Easter' sermon Sunday
morning at 9 o'clock.
. Mn. Odell Suggs and daughters, Hilda Fee and Lillie B. are
spending this week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Afthiar Todd.
Bud kemp of Tri-City spent the
week end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Claud Kemp.
Mr. and Mrs. One Lindleys and
little daughter of Bell City spent
Sunday with her mother, Mrs.
Mary Evans.—Hilly Billy.

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME
are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and convenience of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasoaable Rates
Write TURNER MILAM, Ass't. Manager
for Reservations

Notice is hereby given to the
Public that the partnership of
Frazee, Berry & Melugin has been
dissolved, the dissolution being effective as of April 1, 1938.
K. C. Frazee and Hugh Melugin
have formed a new partnership
which will be known as Frazee &
Melugin. and have taken Over all
of the ordinary fire and casualty
business of the old firm. They
will continue to do business at the
old offices of Frazee, Berry & Melugin. J. Frank Berry has taken
over the general agency and adjustment business of the old firm,
ana also all business relating to
taxicabs, busses, contract and'common carrier trUcks.. For the firesent, he, too, will occupy -the 'old
quarters.•
All persons holding accounts or
claims of any kind whatsoever
against the old firm are requested
to present slime for payment at
once.
Witness our hands, this April 1,
W36.
K. C. Frazee
J. Frank Berry
Hugh Melugin

Borrow a ear from your FORD Dealer today

-. .5

ENJOY,AN EASTER TRU;IN

FORD

y-8

Plenty of time to trade—but first get a convincing FORD V-8 ride.
You'll sot be satisfied with less than a V-8 after you get the feel of
that massive .v-g power. Gall today for a demonstration.

BEALE MOTOR CO. Inc.
Murray, Ky.

Phone 170
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LTVA Raising $1,000 to Pursue Fight
for $60,000,000 Gilbertsville Dam

That's Telling Her!

Many High School Contestants
Attend Annual Music Festival
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any color for
EASTER TIME

Lady's Painful Trouble
Helped By Car%lui
Why

Dutch's Shoe Shop

wisie

amuses

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes

WARREN
PAINTS
THE HIGHEST QUALITY

ONLY BIG CIRCUS.COMING

'RR

WEDNESDAY

C•VER MORE SURFACE__
LAST LONGER— LOOK BETTER

IL 1

A PRODUCT FOR EVERY PURPOSE

INTERIOR -OR EXTERIOR

ONE DAY ONLY!

\.

Scott-Lassiter Hardware Co.

A SHORT SHORT STORY
for people who want to pick
the right low-priced car!

Dexter News

BABY
CHICKS

NIGHTS
suNIAYs

Are BARGAIN TIMES on

BUCK OWENS, Movie Star, in person,
with cowboys and Indians!

_

"LONG DISTANCE" CAILS

It pays to read the cleseitild Ms.

TRAVEL BY BUS!
Convenient Schedule
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO-Paducah: I A. IL, 11:15 A. M... 5P.M
Hepldneville: 7p4ll A. IL;! P.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. IL
Mayfield: 6 A. IL. 11 A. M.; 5 PAL
Paris: 7:44 A. BL; 2 P. IL
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

about good food than to
It's much easier to talk
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sent it-but Sere' at the Brown
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that
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best
The
way!
easy
-the best food that money can buy-these
are the reasons for our unsurpassed
reputation for excellent food.

in

Now the

.0

Ceumeetiens to St Louis, Chicago,
Detroit and Everywhere.
Terminal .at SIXTH sad MAIN

C. RAY LINES
Nelmay, Ey.

includes both
calls to most points.

Whit Is the only low-priced car with SHOCKPROOF STEERLNG*?
CHEVROLET—the only complete low-priced end

And now, too, new low rates apply on Person-to-Person
calls every night of the week after seven o'clock to those
points where the day Person-to-Person rate is more than
50 cents.
When you telephone out of town and will talk to anyono.
at the number called—that is a Station-to-Station call.
But if you must talk to only one particular person, whose
--mune you give to the operator—that is a Person-to-Person
call. Full information on these classes of service, and
rates to many cities, will be found in the front pages of
your directory.
Remember, Nights and Sundays are bargain times for
your long distance calls.
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.THEREFORE, THE BEST CAR TO BUY IN 1936 IS

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.
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